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PREFAC~

This study on the atmDspheric effects on visibility was perforned to satisf y
the requirenents of governnent contract DMK7O-78-C-0109. This final tech-
nical report consists of b~ volumes:

• Volume I - Study Results , and.

• Volune II - Results of Literature Search.

These two volumes are sthnitted per Itan A002 of the Contract Data Require-
n~~its List and constitute the final technical deliverable for this contract .
The Contractor Office Representative (a)R) was Dr. Lle~~lyn Williarie .

The study was oriented to the non—specialist and addressed the five required
tasks of the contract. ~~~ report covered the following areas in order to
achieve the aine and objectives of the study effort (where the sections apply
to Volume I ) :

• Section 0 - Stmrery

• Section 1 - Nature of Light

• Section 2 - Visual Detection

• Section 3 - thstructicns to Visibility

• Section 4 - Instruments for ?~ asur~ rent of Visual Range

• Section 5 - Techniqums for Determining Visibility

• Section 6 - List of Definitions

• Volume II - Results of Literature Search

The study findings resulted in the principal conclusion that it would bepractical to develop charts and graphs that could be used to determine
specific neasurenents of the effects of atnospheric obstructions on differ-
erit types of observations and ranging devices. Th illustrate , sameC typical charts and graphs are included. The study also includes other con-clusicms and the principal reccimenda tion that the irethods presented in this
study effort be refined, expanded and applied to specific situations . 
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This study on the atrrcspheric effects on visibility was performed to satisf y
the requir~ Tents of government contract DMX7O-78-C-0l09 . This final tech-
nical report axisists of t~~ ‘~v1irnes:

• ~~liz~e I - Study Results , and

• ~~~~~~ II - Results of Literature Search.

These t~~ voliines are suth~itted per It~ n A002 of the Qxitract Data Require-
irents List and constitute the final technical deliverable for this contract.

Contract Requirements

The contract requiranents and the ains and objectives of this report on atnos-
pheric obstructions to visibility were to collect ar id assimilate information
and synthesize data for a report written for the non-specialist covering the
following:

• Task 1. A genera l discussion of the visible wavelengths and their
attenuation by the reported obstructions to visibility as list&~ inthe Federal Meteorological Handbook on Surface C*’iservations and
other effects on visibility.

• Task 2. Sumnary of current efforts in probing the meteorological
conditions of the lowest 300—400 feet of the atnosphere.

• Task 3. Abstracts of reports in open literature on the effects of
atnospheric obstructions to visibility .

• Task 4. A axiclusion as to whether it ~~ ild be practical to develop
charts arid graphs that could be used to determine specific measure-
ments of the effects of atnospheric obstructions on different types
of observations and ranging devices.

• Task 5. If the conclusion is positive , reaxmendaticns as to methods
for constructing such charts and graphs.

Stt~~ Approach arid Structure of Report

The study approach was oriented to addressing the five tasks listed above in
such a nwiner as to develop a ca~~rehensive and caplete report that covers
the atncispheric obstructions to visibility fran an extensive literature re-
search through the practicality of developing methods for dis7 laying these
effects. The study results were oriented to the non—specialist In addressing
atnospheric obstructions to visibility. The report contents are structured
in the following manner to achieve the aiirs and objectives of the study
effort (where the sections apply to volure I ) :

0—1
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• Section 0 - StmTnary . This secti on covers the contractual require-
ments , report structure, conclusions , and recorn~~ndatjons .

• Section 1 - Nature of Light . This section addresses Tasks 1 and 3
and presents a general discussion of the visible wavelengths , the
overall electrcrnagnetic spectrun, and the radiaretric and photam~tric
quantities and concepts . Finally , reflectance, contrast , arid atnos-
pheric attenuation are covered along with a brief discussion of the
effects of turbulence and thermal stratification .

• Section 2 - Visua l Detecti on. This section addresses Tasks 1, 2 and
3 ar id covers the htznan eye, the nature of visibility , and the atnos-
pheric effects on detection ranges. An approach for determining
the visual detection of objects , the maximun range at which a target
can be seen, and the chance that the target will be seen while at

• any given range, is discussed and developed . ~~st of the basic ex-
pressions that are used in later sections of the report are developed
in this section. This includes the basic expressions for obje ct
contrast , visual range on objects , meteorological range , starJard
daytizre and nighttime visual ranges , and visual range on lights .

• Section 3 - Cbstructions to Visibility . This section addresses
• Tasks 1, 2 , and 4 and describes those obstructions to visibility as

listed in the Federal Meteorological Handbook on Surface Ctiservations.
Typical effects on visibility by atnospheric obstructions are covered

• in the form of visibility ranges versus intensity of the obstructions.
A set of visibility states were formulated and the meteorological

• ranges for different weather conditions and attenuation coefficients
were sumiarized . Finally, the effects of these atnospheric obstructions
on the attenuation coefficient is presented as representative of the
types of data and information that are required and useful in assessing• the effects of atnospheric obstructions in the visual and outside the
visual frequancy spectra .

• Section 4 - Instn2re nts for Measure ment of Visual Range . This section
addressed Tasks 1 and 2 and discusses the pr in~ry visual instrurents ,
including telephot ateters , transmisscxreters, and scattering coefficient
meters . In particular , the transmissareter is described and the
transrnissivity and other related expressions are developed .

• Section 5 - Techniques for Determining Visibility . This section ad-
dresses Tasks 4 and 5 and the practicality of developing techniques,
such as charts and graphs, that could be used to determine the visi-
bility due to the effects of atnospheric obstructi ons on different
types of observations and ranging devices. In addition , the section
covers the basic visibility equations and typical charts and graphs
that could be used.

• • Volure II - Results of Literature Search . This volure addresses Tack s
2 and 3 and contains the results of the extensive literature search
performed Iii the form of publications arid abstracts of repor ts on the
atnospheric effects on visibility selected for the nun-spe cialist.

(
0-2
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FINDINGS, cctcwsia~s, AND RB~~~~E~D1~.TICI~S

As a result of this study and analysis, the following findings and con-
clusions are presented:

• The principal conclusion is that it ~~uld be practical to develop
charts and graphs that could be used to determine specific
measurements of the effects of atnospheric obstructions on differ-
ent types of observations and ranging devices. Sare typical charts - •

and graphs are included in section 5 and illustrate the methods
that could be enployed to determine the visibility for a variety -~ 

-

of conditions . These charts and graphs use the visibility equations
and atnospheric obstruction effects on visibility that were developed
during this study effort. It is also concluded tha t other types of
charts and graphs could be developed such as scattergrans which
relate the visibi lities of observers with instruments using measure- - 

-mant data . The developitent of charts and graphs relating ranges for
observations in the visible spectrizn to those outside the visible
spectrun are possible only if a viable set of relationships can be
determined and relied on, such as that included in section 3. These
relationships essentially cover the attenuation coefficient and other
parameters over an appropr iate freq~~ncy spectra .

• Visibility is one of the nost catplicated of all meteorological ele-
ments . The measure of visibility and visual range depends on the
characteristics of the atrrosphere, the type of vie4ng instr uren t ,
the type of object or light being detected, and the manner by which
the object or light is being viewed. The primary factors influencing
visibili ty include :

-- reflecting power and color of the object ,
— reflect ing power of the backgro und,

ario~mt of scattering and absorbing particles ,
-- position of the su-:,
-- angul ar size of the object ,
-- nature of the terrain between the object and observer ,
-- contrast of the object , and

intensity of the light source.

• The visibility on objects and lights can be suniriarized in the follow-
ing set of equations:

0—3
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V — in day visibility (0—1)

— 2 —BV visibility on lights (0-2):~ 
V e  

— TV contrast threshold (0-3)

I I T — e 8 transniissivity (0—4 )

B — —in T attenuation coefficient (0-5)

• v - ~~~~~~ C~ meteorological visibility (0-6)
• M

— 
3.912 (C — 0 02) meteorological visibilit y (0—7)

M B t

T
VM — 0.02 (Ct — 0.02) meteoro logical visibility (0— 8)

‘r d 0.05 (Ct — 0.05) day visibility (0—9)

— 0.0034 night visibility on lights (0—10)

• ~~~ basic attenuation mechaniens are scattering and absorption and
they have a t~~fo1d effect on the propagation of light fran an object

• to an observer. First , light caning fran an abject of interest and
fran its backgrowid is progre ssively renoved fran the viewing path
and does not reach the observer and , second, light which has not
care directly fran the abject or fran its inrediate backgro~x~d is
scattered into the viewing path .

— scattering is the process by which a particle , any bit of matter ,
in the path of an electranagnetic wave continuously abstracts
energy fran the path incident wave and reradiates that energy.
The three types of scattering are (1) Rayleigh scatter ing that
occurs when the part icle is far smaller than the wavelength of
light, (2) Mie scattering that occurs when the partic les range• fran roughly 1/10 to 10 wavelengths (Figure 1-1 illustrates the
iMt of wavelength) in size , and (3) Nonselective scatterin g that
occurs when the particles are larger than about 10 wavelengths.

0—4
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-- Absorption is the process by which agen ts in the athvs~i~ereabstract energy fran a light wave . These absorbing agents aremainly water vapor (H20) , carton dioxide (C02) , nitrous oxide
(N20), ozone (03 ) ,  nolecular and atomic oxygen (0 ,02) , andnolecular and atomic nitrogen (W ,N2) . In the infrared
there are discrete absorption bands, while in the ultra-violet
the transmission at wavelengths below 0.3 microns is very low.
In the vinth ie regio~i, there is little absorpti on on a clear
day, and it is generally negligible when the water content is
low. For the visible wavelengths, roughly 0.38 to 0.76 microns ,
nearly all the absorption is because of the water vapor in the
ati~os~~ere. In the infrared region the absorption results from
the presence of water vapor , carbon dioxite , nitrous oxide , and
ozone . L~i the ultraviolet everything absorbs at sc*~ waveleng ths.Fr om 0.22 to 0.13 microns, the absorption is due to ozone . It
should be pointed out that ozone is not present in the lower
atIuDs~2lere where this atncspheric visibili ty repor t is being
address ed. eelc*~ 0.13 microns , the absorp tion is caused mainly
by atomic and nolecular nitrogen and oxygen. The situation is
rather different in regions where the athDspher e is polluted Uwith indus trial waste . A suspension of black soot particles
is a strong absorber. In fact , with such atnospheres, ab-
sorption has been found to be very dependent on the particular
conditions, both in magnitude and spectra l properties.

• There are a nuther of theories and nodels that have been exercised
in atten ~ ting to determ ine the attenuation coefficients for particles
in the athosphere . These are covered in section 3 and indicate good
correlation between measured and theoretical values of the attenuation
coefficients over a broad range of wavelengths . There appears to be
sare useful data and infor mation tha t could be used to pr edict these
values based on the atnospheric conditi ons.

• t’bst sensors are sensitive beyond the limits of the visible spectrum
and with in the visible spectrum sensitivity often dif fers fran that
of the eye. ?t,reover , the response of the human eye is not constant .
It . varies antr~g individua ls, with the level of illumination , and other
factors . However, the human eye is still considered to be the best
visual instrunent for detecting objects and lights.

• There are a nun*~er of instr urents that have been developed and used
for the measurement of visual range. These instruments can be
separated into t~~ categories.

-- ~~~se that determ ine the transmittar -“c of a path of known longth
using a light source and a telephotare ter. Transmissc*~vters ar e
instru~ nts of this type.
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-- ~~~se that measure the scattered light directly by eanpling a
~~~ll volu~~ of air using a sourc e and a receiver. Backscatter ,
side-scatter , and forward-scatter meters are exaiples of these
type of instrusents.

• The primary atnos~~~ric obstructions to visibilit y were obtained fran
the Federal )~ teorological Handbook on sur face observations and are
fog, groi.nd fog, ice fog, haze , snd~e, dust , blowing enow, blowing
sand , blowing dust, and blowing spray . The effects of these atn os-
~Iier ic obstructions on visibility depends on their intensities . The
visibility states and meteorological ranges depend on the different
weather conditions and att enuation coefficients . These are sunina rized
in section 3.

The principal recxx~~ndation, following the conclusion that charts and graphs
— can be developed , is that the methods presented in this study effort be

refined, expanded, and a~~lied to specific situations for the non—specialist.
As a result, it is reccimended that this effort be continued by utilizing
the results of this study to refine and expand on the charts and graphs of
section 5.
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1. NN~URE OF I IQiT

LIGIT

The subject of light (optical radiation) as a form of radiant energy has
been theorized upon, experimented with, and studied by many renowned
physicists , philosophers, and scientists down through the centuries .
Until about 300 years ago, no one had developed a reasonable theory of
the nature of light. Then , Sir Isaac Newton published his corpuscular
theory in which light was supposed to consist of a stream of high speed
particles . Newton believed that any source of light sent out an untold
nurber of these particles .

About the same tine, physicist thristian Huygeris introduced an entirely
new wave notion theory of light. Huygens believed that light consisted
of a series of siiall waves which, upon entering the human eye, produced
sight. ~~~ major unknown associated with this theory was the manner in
which light waves traveled fran the sun to the surface of the earth through
exrpty space. Waves require sate medium in which to travel. Thus, a new
substance called ether was prestmed to exist in all outer space and was
credited with affording such a medium.

Further scienti fic study conducted in the 1800’ s by Thomas Young and Augustin
Fresnel on the int~rference of light materially substantiated Huygens ’ wave
theory. The physical nature of the light waves presented in Huygens’ theory
was the source of much debate during the 19th century. It was not until 1873
that Maxwell and Hertz conducted a series of experiments that seared to prove
that light was wave notion. These experiments resulted in the introduction
of Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory of light. Ha~iever , this latter theory
could not explain certain aspects of the photoelectric effects , nor could it
explain the spectra]. distribution in the radiation of a heated body.

In 1900, in an effort to explain sate of these probl~~~ , Max Planck began
experinenting with the photoelectric effect . He assured that the light
energy does not travel in a steady flow like waves but in little packages or
particles . He called these particles quanta , and his theory became known as
the quantum theory . The Planck theory was supported by Einstein , whose
mathematical equations proved that quanta sarehow possessed a frequency like
that of waves, but existing in the form of particles. By 1921 , Einstein’s
equations proved correct when it was found that particles of light have nonentun
and kinetic energy as do particles of matter. These facts cane to light during
the study of the notion of the electron and the light quantum conducted by
R. A. Milliican and A. H. Carpton.
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At the present tine, the wave notion theory (used to explain ref lection,*
inte rference , re fraction , diffraction , and polarization ) and the quantum

F theory (used to explain x-rays , radiation , and photoelectricity) exist
side by side as accepted scientific explanations of the nature of light .
As a result , fran a classical point of view, light displays the following
~~o se~ ningly ~~~tradictory properties ,

• propagates through space as waves , and

• possesses a definite particulate nature, since a discrete energy
and narentwn are associated with them.

Each of these properties is irrportant to the cxxrp].ete understanding of the
behavior of all electromagnetic radiations. Both properties are ~~rbined
in the current concept of light as described by quantum mechanics.

Electromagnetic Waves

Maxwell’s wave theory states that light and similar forns of radiation are
believed to be transmitted through the medium known as ether in the form of
wave notion, and that these waves are characterized by noving electrical
and magnetic forces. ~.bst forms of radiant energy occur as electraragnetic
waves in which vibrations are transverse or perpendicular to the direction
of propagation of the wave. Figure 1-1 represents a single electranagnetic
wave, such as that of light. The horizontal arrow represents the direction

• of propagation while the vertical arrow represents the displaoexrent of a t - -
particle due to wave notion. The aitplitude of a wave is the naxinun dis- - -

pla~~ient fran the ~B axis.

ii

~~~~~~~~~

‘

~~~~~~~~~~~ PLACEMENT
AMPLITUDE • MAX . DISPLACEMENT

FIQ.JRE 1-1. SI~~LE FORM OF WAVE MYPICV.

*Definiticms of terne are sutma rized in section 6 of this report.
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Since electromagnetic radiations are thotxjht of as wave notion , it follows
that there must be a specific wavelength (A ) associated with any given
radiation. A wavelength is represented by the distance between successive
corresponding points in one vibration of the electromagnetic wave. It is
measured fran any point iroving in the sane direction and having the sane
displacenent fran the zero axis as shown by A in Figure 1-1.

In the air or in a vacuum, light travels about 3 x 10~ meters per second.
It travels nore slowly in a denser medium such as glass. The determination
of the velocity of electromagnetic waves is dependent upon the medium
through which waves travel. Velocity will vary with the nature of this
medium and the wavelength of the radiation. If one wishes to actually
measure a wavelength in any wave notion , sbply allow v to represent the
velocity of the wave and T to represent the tine for one wave to pass a
fixed point. Then,

X = v T ,  (1—1)

where ,
A = wavelength in meters,
v = velocity of the wave in neters/secx~nd, and
T = period or tine for one wave to pass a fixed point in

seconds.

S~ ,sUtut ing the reciprocal of T and the speed of light in a vacuum for v
results in the following basic expression for the wavelength:

A = c/f , (1—2 )

where,
c = speed of light in a vacuum in meters/second, and
f = fre~uency of light waves in cycles/second or Hertz (Hz )

Light Catpared to Sound

In many respects the waves which produce light can be c~~pared to sound waves.
Vibrations in the air cause sound waves which produce the sensation of sound
when they reach the hunan ear . In the sane maimer, a luminous light source
acts as an oscillator which causes a disturbance in the space around it , gen-
eratl.ng light waves that spread in all directions, nuch as the vibrating
string of a guitar produces the air waves that are called sound. For exanpie ,
oscillat ing atcits In the glowing filament of an electric lanp radiate energy
in the form of light waves which produce the sensation of sight when they
reach the eyes. Both sound and light waves radiate in all directions from
their sources and becate weaker as they travel farther fran the sour ces.

1—3
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Sound waves vary in length, and htman ears are capable of registering only
a part of them as sound. Long air waves cannot be heard, but as they are• gradually shortened, the ear can begin to hear the deep bass tones . Furthe r
shortening of the air waves register as higher tones , throug h the middle
register to the high pitched tones , where further shortening of the waves
places them outside the hearing zone on the opposite side fran the start .
So it is with light . Q~~ arative1y long light waves do not affect the eyes.
As the waves gradually shorten , the eyes will begin to perceive the deepest
reds. Further shortening of these waves leads through the remainder of
Newton’s seven spectral colors ; orange , yellow, green, blue , indigo, arid
violet. Finally, these waves becae so short that they have no effect on
the eyes and are invisible.

~)ëry few sounds are caused by vibrations on only one wavelength in the air ,
but by a carbination of several wavelengths which make up that sound . The
sane is true of light . Very few colors are produced by only one light
wavelength. Carbinations of various wavelengths register as various colors
as seen by the eyes. It is interesting to note, h~~~ver, that each different L
wavelength of light produces its own characteristic color .

Electromagnetic Spectrtrn

As a form of electromagnetic energy, light occupies that portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum with which nan first dealt because it was visible

• to the human eye. Originally, the term light included only the visible
frequencies. About 1800, the British-German astroriczter W. Herschel placed
a thexna~eter just beyond the blue portion of a spectrum produced by a

• prism using sunlight and found its teuperature was raised . Later, invisible
light was found on the other side of the visible spectrum. Thus frequencies
outside the visible range were ltniped with the visible frequencies under the
term light or optical radiation . ~~en x-rays, radio waves and other discoveries
were made, light was found to be part of a spectrum of electromagnetic radi-
ations. The prinery distinction an~~g the various radiati ons is energy which
is proportional to the frequency or wavelength of the radiation and is ax-
pressed as follows,

P = hf = hc/A (1—3)

where , P = energy in joules ,

h = Planck ’ s caistant in joules/second,

f = frequency in cycles/second or Hz ,

c velocity of light in meters/second, and

A wavelength in meters.

L



The electr omagnetic spectrum nay be divided into nine major regions of
radiation depending on the gene~aUon charac ter of the waves

• long electric waves,

• radio waves,

• radar ,

• infrared ,

• visible light , 
-

•

• ultra-violet,

• x-rays,

• Gamna rays , and

• cosmic rays .

Together , all of these form the electromagnetic spectrum, illustrated in
Figure 1-2 and show that the wavelengths of light are between 0.4 and 0.7
microns and each spectra l color has its own ~~all range of wavelengths.
For exanpie, if light aro und 0.66 microns of wavelengths readies your eyes ,
you see red because of the sensation of red on the retina of the human eye .
Around 0.46 microns, the wavelengths of light which reach your eyes are
blue so the red waves are much longer than the blue waves. ~~en light with
wavelengths outside the visible spectrum reach the eyes, there is no sensation
of color and these are outside the visible spectr um.

In studying light perhaps the nost confusing aspect to both the specialist
and non-specialist is the inca~sistent manner in which one refers to light
radiation . As already noted , the major distinction an1~~g the various
electr o-nagnetic rad iations is energy which is proportional to freq uency
which in turn is proportional to wavelength. Thus one can describe a specific
light radiation in a variety of ways. To sinplify the manner by which these
parameters can be expressed , the sinple na~cgraç~ of Figure 1-3 can be used
for easy cawersion an~~g these units.

1—5
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) OPTICAL RADIATICV

Light Scattering and I~bsorption

~~en light waves, which travel in straight lines, encounter any substance
they are either scattered (tran~~itted and reflected ) or absorbed . Scattered
light re fers to light waves that are not absorb ed, but are transn~itted or
reflected from the surface of the media they enxunter. th the other hand ,
if light strikes a medium and it is not scattere d then it is absorbed . ~n
explanation of the scatter ing of light is as follows. ~~en light passes
through the atnosphere, it is scattered by the large nurrber of gas nolecules
and particles that make up the a t s ~*iere. Cbjects are visible only because
of the light they scatter toward the viewers ’ eyes. It is for this reason
(i .e . ,  the lack of light scattered toward them) that astronauts are largely
in the dark when they travel in orbit beyca~ the earth ’s athos~there. For
this sane reason, an observer may not see a light beam headed across his path .

• th the other hand, if sndce is blown into the path of a light beam, it i~i~edi-
ately becaties visible.
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This mechanism of optical scattering varies with the size of the scatterin gpar ticles . Particles such as snoke may be considered large if their radiiapproach the wavelength of the incident light. •ii~~ scattering from suchparticle s is referred to as large par ticle scattering. In this type ofscattering the particles may be ca3sidered as opaque spheres which scatteraccording to the pr inciples of the diffraction theory . Parti cles whose radiiare ni.rh snaller than the wavelength of the incident light (radius <0.05 A ) ,
scatter by a different mechanism called Ray leigh scattering. In this type
of scatter ing , each microscopic particle acts as an electric dipole , re-radiating the incident wave by electrically coupling into resonance with theelectric field of the incident light . This type of scattering can be seen
by observing different regions of the daylight sky through a polarizing filter .
An explanation of the absorpt ion of light is as follows . In passing through
a material , light , like all electromagnetic radiation , undergoes absorption
which can be expressed by the exponential relationship I I e C , where u is
a function of the absorbing mater ial and the wavelength of tEe light , and xis the thickness of the absorbing material. If a green piece of cellophaneis placed in the path of a red light beam, there is a substantial reduction
in the beam intensity. If , on the other hand , a red piece of cellophane is
used with the same beam, re latively little absorption occurs . This principle
of selective absorption of light from light beams with given wavelengths is
used to illustrate the effect of the wavelength on the absorption characteris-
tics of the material used .

Si.~mary of the Nature of Li~~~
In order to fully understand the ability to see an object , we ntzst understand
what light is and how it rea cts with matter. The previous sections attenpted
to give a general description of the nature of light that is st.m-narized in the
following :

• • Light is a form of energy.

• Experiit~nts s1~~ that light has the nature of particles and is
propagated in waves .

• Visible objects give off light that enters our eyes.
• Luminous objects are a source of light .
• Nonluminous objects reflect light from another source.
• Light trave ls in straig ht lines as rays of light .
• Ct~ly the energy of a wave travels .
• The intensity of light is measured in candle power.
• Wavelength is the distance between t~~ successive waves.

• • Freq uency is the n~ther of waves passing a fixed point in one seconi.

1—8
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• Visible light is a relatively small range of the electratagnetic
spectnln.

• The speed of all electromagnetic waves is the sane In a vacuum.

• The speed in trore dense media is less, and varies with the wave-
length.

• ~tiite light is made up of a mixture of wavelengths between about
0.4 and 0.7 microns.

• St~en an object reflects saie of the wavelengths of light , but
absorbs others, it gives a eensation of color .

Wa see things because of reflected light. (bjects lock different because
they reflect light in a different manner. The difference in the intensity
of light makes a differenos in the visibility of an object . ~~lor , likewise
makes a difference in the visibility of objects. If one object absorbs twice
as za~~ color as another object, you have no difficulty in differentiating
between thsm. You can therefore ju dge the size and shape of an Obj eCt because
of the difference in color or intensity of reflected light.

-~~ 
. _ .  .. 
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RADIcJ4~rRxc AND PHCY1ttIE’rRlc QUANTITIEs AND (Xt4cEP’rs *

The nost confusing item for people when they first begin ~~rk in light isthe perplexing system of units that are encountered. Cfle reason for thisis that the cai ly used system of photczetric units is defined in termsof the response of the hur~n eye. Although sate atteirpt save been made,photatetric units have no real definition in the ultravioLet or infraredportions of the spectrum.

~~at makes the situation difficult is that nost sensors are sensitive beyondthe limits of the visible spectrum, and within the visible sp~ctrtjn sensi-tivity often differs fran that of the eye. t’breover, the response of thehuMn eye is not constant. It varies anong individuals and also with thelevel, of illuminati on. Nevertheless, this section will attenpt to cover anddefine the radiaTetrjc and photatetric quantities arid concepts related tothis atnospherjc visibility effort .

• ~~~~ents of Pad icxtetry and Photate~~~
Rad iat~ txy and photatetry are the twin disciplines concerned with neasur ingthe attribute s of light within the context of carefully specified spectraj ,and geatetric cxrlstraints. The basic attribute is the rate at which electro-magnetic energy, per stated spectral band, flows through a defined solidangle or area in particular directions. These gearetric constraints may beassociated with a material voluse, a material surface, a ~~ iceptual surface,or free space itself.

The clearest meaning of an optical theory is achieved when it is expressedin radiaretrj c or photatetric tex~~ . In turn, this allows the for’rr&ilatjonof verifiabls orncepts. In a si~ ilar manner , the practical meaning of anyoptical phencztenon is found in its radiatetrj c or photatetric Trea.surenent.Thus any understanding of visibility through the atnosphere cannot be achievedwithout first acquiring sate knowledge of the fundamentals of radia etry andIthotatetry. Freq~.entj,y, the mathematics of radiatetry and photatetry arecarplex, although the concepts remain si~iple. In what follows, an effort hasbeen made to keep the mathematics to a minirtuni. Since they are basic todetermining the quantita~~~~ characteristics of light , energy and energy fluxwill be defined as follows:

• &ergy. The basic unit of radiant energy is the erg or joule(JOilI~ = 10 ’ ergs) . The expressi on for energy was given inequation 1-3 and is repeated here,
P = hf = hc/X , (1-3)

where,
2 7

h = 6.624 x 10 erg-second , and
C = 3 x 10e meters/second.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ E.J . (1976) . optics of the Atircsphere, ,Ythn Wiley & Sons , N.Y .
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‘Therefore, the energy associated with a light particle of 1 p (l0 Peter )
wavelength is about 2 x 1O~~2 ergs .

• E~iergy Flux. The axrount of radiant energy that strikes a surface
per unit tiiie or is emitted per unit tine is called radi ant flux .
The uni ts are ergs/secorid , joules/second, or watts (1 joule/second =
1 watt) . Thus, 1 watt of 1 p light corresponds to about 5 x 10 18

- photons/sec~~d. ~~en the radiant energy is at visible waveleng ths ,
the flux can be called luminous flux and it is usually measured in
ltn~ens . The ratio of luminous flux to radiant flux is a measure of
the ability to produce a brighth ess response . It is called luminous
efficiency and is given in l~.mens~4iatt .

I~~sponse of the Eye

Phot ate try is the division of radiaTetry in which radiant flux is evaluated ,
not in absolute terir ~ such as jou les or watts , but in ter ms of its abili ty
to evoke a visual sensation . As a resul t , photatetry is the science which
deals with the measurement of the quantitative characteristics of light .
Flux so evaluated is called luminous flux , but the gecrre try parameters of

• distance, area , and angle are the sane in photaietxy as in radiatetry. TO
each radic itetric quantity there corresponds a phot atetric quantity whose
name is qualified by the adjective luminous . Because the eye was the ori ginal
sensor , visual considerations were paraxrount in the early develo~~ent of optics .
Photatetry thus pre ceded the larger field of radicvetry. Of course , in the
ultraviolet and infrared regions , photoelectric and thermal. sensors are
essential . Although instr t~rentati on enploythg such sensors , as well as
photographic film, has larg ely replaced the eye in photaretric work , the
objective of the measurements usually is to Obta in results that agree with
visual results . The eye therefore remains the ultimate j t~ ge of light in the
narrow spectral reg ion from about 0.38 to 0.76 microns and its response s to
various types and levels of stimuli are the reference standards .

The human eye and its associated neural system constitute the nost remar kable
optical sensor of all tirr e. The focusing properties and millions of separate
retinal receptors arrange the incoming stimuli into a replica of the original
spatial scene , whether the scene is 10 inches or 10 yards away . The abili ty
to image a wide field with virtually no distortion is probably unmatched by —

any other optical sensor . The capabilities of adaptation enab le the eye to
function at starlight levels of illuminance as well as at sunlight levels
which is an astounding dynamic range greater than one to one million . The
relative ly long tine constant of the eye of approximately 0.1 seconds pro-
duces a persistence of vision without which all notion viewed by fl~~rescent
lighting would exhibit intolerable stroboscopic effects.

The response of the eye to radiant flux at different wavelengths is shc~ n
in Figu re 1-4. The curves reveal the relative efficiency of nonochraetic
flux , having constant pa~er at each wavelength, in producing the sensation
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of luminance (br ightness) in t~* eye of a standard Observer. Curve a refers
to photcpic vision which exis’.s when a field 1~x~d nance is approximat~31y the
luminance of a clear numlit sky near the horizon. Curve b applies when the

• luminance is less than this condition. ~t such low Ieveli the eye be~~ es
dark adapted and the vision is sootopic. ‘11~ eye is far nore sensitive in
sootopic than in photopic vision. Each curve has been normalized to unity
at its maxinun, so that it shows the relati ve luminous efficiency of radiant
flux. The shift of the maxisiun to shorter wavelengths, as the field luminance
is decreased , produces changes in the relative luminance of dif ferent colors .

r
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FIGURE 1-4~ R~~~’rIVE SPEC’rRAL RESP~ 7SE OF ThE EYE AT
~no’ropic ~~~ SC(YIOPIC LEV&S OF LU~WU~~ E.

For photopic vision, the peak response is at 0.55 microns. At this wave-
length, 1 watt of radiant flux equals 680 luuens of luminous flux or 1 ltzten
equals 0.00147 watts. This is scitetlires erroneously listed as the conversion
factor for hmens and watts • However, the true conversion factor is a
function of wavelength. If the distribution of wavelengths is }ax~ n , it is
possible to calculate an average luminous efficiency by integrating over the
wavelength interval. For instance, it is found that the average efficiency

page 1-10
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of a conventional light source rarely exceeds 50 limens,’~,,att. Table 1-1
lists the efficiencie s of several light sources , beginning with the candle
with an efficiency of 0.1 ltzren /watt. The average luminous efficiency of
sunlight is about 93 luuens/watt. A laser radiating at 5 5 5  microns is at
the other extrerre in efficiency of 680 lutens/watt .

TABLE 1-1. TYPICAL LUMINOUS EFFICIENCIES
OF LIQf~ SOU~~ES

i~~
Qrr sour~ 

L~1’m~~~~~~~’IcIENcY

Candle 0.1
Kerosene Larrp 0.3
120—V Tungsten 11.7 40—W , 2740°~

16.3 100—W, 2845 K
19.8 500—W , 29400K

Zv~ rcury Arc 28 250-W, 68V
65 l000—W , 840V

Fluorescent 61 54—W , l42V
Sunlight 93
Laser 680 5.55 microns

Notes : w = watt , v = volt , lm = lunen

The conoept of luminous efficiency , which is the sane as visibility for
the human eye , can be extended to any type of sensor . In general the
efficiency curves are called spectral sensitivity curves or radiant energy
response curves . Figure 1-5 shows the spectral sensitivity curve of the
7198 image orthicon along with the efficiency curve of the eye. It can
be seen that the peak response falls alxrost outside the limits of hi.uu~n
vision.
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G~~ etric Considerations

The propagation path of an electr~~agnetic wave in free space , i~~oring any
bending due to a gravitational field, is a straight line . Wave fronts, or
surfaces of unifon~ phase, remain parallel to each other and perpendicular
to the direction of travel. Indeed, such a path between a light source and
a receiver provides the only operational or direct nethod of establishing a
straight line. Straight-line propagation also holds for a material nedii.rn,
provided that no gradient of refractive index exists noti~~1 to the path.
Any such gradient causes a bending of the path toward the direction of the
gradient. In the atnosphere, vertical gradients practically always exist,
while horizontal gradients usually occur only infreq~ent1y and weakly .

Gecretrically speaking, sources are classified as either point or extended
sour ces. The f irs t type radiates a spherical wave, whi le each elerrental
area of the secxz~d type radiates a spherical wave . The criterion for dis-
tinguishing between the two types is the ratio of the greatest projected
dinension of the source to the path distance of interest , that is the plane
angle subtended by the source . Astroncxnical Objects are fan~i1iar exanpies.
Stars, subtending angles less than 1 arc-se c, are point sources while the
sun and noon, subtending angles of about 31 arc-mm , are extended sources .

*Thjd , page 1—10
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In practice , ha~ever, it is often convenient to Observe the following r’üe.
~4~en the path distance is at least 20 tines greater than the source pro-
jected dimension, the source can be regarded as a point source , with an
error of 1% or less. In this case, the irradiance, which is the quantity
of radiant flux incident per unit area of a sur face normal to the path at
any distance fran the source, can be cxxtputed direc tly fran the inverse-
square law described below. ~hen the prescribed dirre ns ion/distance criter ion
is not net , or when grea ter accuracy is wanted , the irradiance naist be found
by integrating over the solid angle subtended by the source .

Extended sources usually do not emit radiant flux uniformly with direction.
Instead , most types of surfaces exhibit , to a varying extent , the cosine
characteristic illustrated in Figure 1-6 . Here the radiant flux eletent d ~emitted within the elemental solid angle dw varies with the angle 8 fran the
surface normal according to

d~e~d~n 0 (1—4 )

This is Lalrbert ’s cosine law and surfaces whose elements Obey this law,
either for emission or for reflection, are called Lan bertian or perfectly
diffuse surfaces . A Lairb ertian surface is a~~roxiinated by an optically
rough or matted surface such as that of a blotter . Important also is the
dependence of the effective emitting or reflecting area on the angle 0 , the
direction of interest makes with the surface nor mal, as shown in Figure 1-6 .
In all such cases , the effective area is the source area projected onto a
plane normal to this direction.

hI

*FIGURE 1-6. VARIATICt~ IN (a) FLUX REFLECTED OR FI4rLTrED BY A
DIFFUSE SURF~~~ AND (b) SOUI~~ P~~JEC’rED AREA,
WITH ANQ.AE F~1~4 ThE NORMAL.

*Ibjd , page 1—10
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As a r~se.juance of the spherical wave emitted by a point source, the area
of the expanding wave front increases as the square of the distance traveled .
~ e irradiance of the surface then im~st vary inversely as the square of the
distance fran the source. The surface in quastian may be either a real one
or a conceptual one representing the cross section of a light beam. In the
general case the irradiance E at distance x is given by

cos 0 (1—5)

where I is the source intensity, or radiant flux per unit solid angle , and 0
is the angle between the surface normal and the direction to the source.
Bjuation (1—5) expresses the two basic laws of radicmetry: the inverse-square
law and the cosine law. Any beam of light , no netter how small its divergence
angle, is subject to the inverse-square law.

Figure 1-7 is a graphic illustration of the inverse square law of light. It
sbows how the intensity of ilhi.sninaticn may be measured. If a card is moved

s*Mt AMOIMT ~ LIGH T COVtNS
l 4 1S&ACA SQAWI~~ tC(MS~~ I
IAS NUC$ LIGI4 T AS 11 010 AT A I

C 3
I SAME AM OUA T OF LIG H T GOADS G SQ E T

ILACA SQUARE RECE IVE S I~ AS MUCN L ,GH, *5 IT GA) AT A
A n

SA~I AM OAJI T OF LIGHT CQVDS IG
kACA SQUARE NECOIV($ 144 *3 MO CH LIOAy ~~ ~~ ~~ A

* , **
FIGURE 1—7. INVERSE SQUARE L1’IW OF LIGI T.

two feet ~~~y, the intensity of the light decreases with the square of the
distance (2 x 2 , or 4 tines ) and is 1/4 as bright . If the card is moved
three feet away, the decrease is 3 x 3, or the light is 1/9 as intense . If
the card is noved four feet away, the light is 1/16 as intense .
* C~tica1man, l&C , Pate Tra ining Manual , NAVFRA *10206-A, 1972
** Photograph.ics Mate 2&3 , Rate Tra ining Manual , NavPers #10355-A , 1971
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The inverse square law of light holds tr ua for ~z~ irected light only;
that is, light emissions not controlled by a reflector or condenser . For
light that is directed, the rate at which its intensity diminishes is
dependent upon the rate of divergence of the beam. In the case of a
parallel beam, s~~h as that fran a searchlight , intensity is tie same at
all distances, e~vept for that part of the beam Lost to absorption by the
intervening air . ~‘then the source is very distant or when heam-forinin g
elements are used with a local source, the bounding rays of a selected beam
nay exhibit a very email divergence angle. The spatial scale of a particular
experiment nay then permit the divergence to be ignored, and the beam is
said to be collimated. A beam of starlight is a nearly perfect example of
collimated light fran a distant source.
Radiatetric Quantities ~~, **

The radiatetric quantities are listed in Table 1-2 , along with their defi-
nitions, syirbols, dimensions arid units. ‘lie basic symbols are the sane as

TABLE 1-2. STANDARD SYMBOLS, DIM~~SI~~S AND II1ITS OF T}~RADICI~~ RIC QUANTITIES.

iymbo l Quantity Dimension Common unit

- 
Q.. z adiant energy ML Z rZ Joule (J)
W. Radiant density ML ’ T2 Joule per cubic meter (3 r n )

Radiant flux ML’ ~~ Watt (W) or joule per second
(i sec ’)

Radiant flux density
at a surface

M. Radiant exitanc e MT’
(radiant emittance) Watt per square centimeter

(W cm ’)
E. lr radiance MT 3 Watt per square meter

(W m~
2)

I. Radiant intensity ML ’ r3 Watt per steradian (W sr~ )
L. Radiance MT 3 Watt per square centimeter

per steradian (W cm ’ sr~ )
Watt per square meter per

steradian (W m 2 s r )

Note: T = tine in seconds.
the corresponding photcvetric quantities discussed in the section on photo—
metric quantities and listed in Table 1—3 of that section. ~.4-ien it is
necessary to distinguish between radiant and luminous quantities, the
subscript e or v is added. For example, ~~ denotes radiant energy in
Table 1-2 while Q~ would denote hm’iinous energy.

* mid, page 1—10
** Bell , E.E. (1959). Radicxretric Quantities, Symbols and Units , Proc. IRE , 47
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Photcretric Quantities * **

The photcztetric quantitie, are listed in Table 1-3 where each one corres-
ponds to a particular radiatetric quantity of Table 1-2. In photometry,
the tmit of luminous flux (p~~~r) is the luren, just as the watt is the

TABLE 1-3. STANDARD SYMBOLS, Dfl~~~IC~ S, AND ti~rrs OF ThE
PH~I~24ETRIC ~~~NTITI!~ .

Symbo l Quantity Dimens ion Com mon unit

K Lum inous efficac y — Lumen per watt Urn W ’ )
V Luminou s effic ienc y — Numeric (0 to I )
Q. Luminous energy ML3 T ’  Lumen -hour (tm-br)

(quantity of light) Lumen -seco nd (Im-sec),
talbot (T)

W, Luminous density MI1 T ’ Lumen-second per cubic
meter (tm-sec m ’)

Luminous flux ML’ T~ Lumen Urn)
Lummous flux density

at * surface
Luminous ex itance
( luminous en%itta nce) MT ’ Lumen per square foot

(lm It~ )
F, Illuminance

(illumination ) MT ’ Footcandle Urn ft ’)
Pho (Ins/cm ‘)
Lux (Im m~ )

I. Luminous intensity
(candlepower ) ML’ I ‘ Candela (Im ~ r

L. Luminance (photom etflc
bri ghtness ) NT ’ Candela per unit area

Stu b (cd cm ’)
Nd (cd m ’)
Lamtwrt (Cd a- cm ’)
Fiir .~ai~ ,ert (cd a- It ’)
Ap0SIIL (cd w rn~

Note: ‘P - t iiie in seconds

t.mit of radiant flux (p~~er) . The ltmen is defined, hcwe’ver, not in terna
of pc~~ r as such, but in terne of a standard source. ~~igina11y this source
was a standard candle, whoee very name suggests that photanetry is a tra-
ditional art . The brightness of this standard candle is approximately equal
to the intensity of light fran a 7/8-inch sperm candle burning at a rate of
120 grains per hour. Later, an international candle became the reference
source, and this was variously reprcchx~ed in the form of calibrated gas
flames and carbon filament lamps. The liran is n~~ defined as the luminous
flux emitted into 1 steradian by a source whose luminous intensity is 1
candela. The candela is defined as one-sixtieth of tie luminous intensity
of a blackbody radiator , having an area of 1 an2 , at tie temperature of
solidifying plat inum (2042K) . So defined, the candela is nearly equivalent
* Ik~id, Page 1—10
** ~~ckwe11 P Jatrpq, Jr. (‘~)ciitor) et al (1Q77) . (‘~tiçn1 Rad iation W~a~ure-

nents, i&t Edition , Published by a)I Søninar t4 T t. , Cincinnati , thio
1—18
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to the old international candle standard. In order to am plify the con-
version for these quantities, Tables 1-4 and 1-5 are inc1i.x~ed to indicate
the amversicn factors for illuminanoe and luminance.

TABLE 1-4. ILUIIINNCE (ILU1~ NATIa4) C(~NERS ICE FA~ 1~~S

I lm — 1/680 hght wa tt I W-scc Ii — l0 ergs
l Im-hr —60 1m-min l pbo t —ll m cm ’
l ft cand lc li m it I lux — 11m m

Number of Footc andks Lux ’ Phots Miil i phots
Mult iplied b~ ‘~
Equals number of

Footcand les I 0.0929 929 0.929
Lux e R~.7t~ I 10.0(X) 10

hots 0.00l0fl 0.(XXH I 000 1
•‘Iilli rhots I .t., n 01 I .000

‘The 1n:crnat .on~d Standard SI> urni .

TABLE 1.5. LtR4INA~~~ (P}~YrCI4LTRIC BRIG}rlNESS) CCEVERSICE
F~~roi~s.

I nit — I ed m ~4 octi Ih (Ccrni.i n ltef n~r) 0 0’~ nit
1 ~h lede n , I t .  - 1000 ml .
I p stitb ( inte rnatio nal) •‘ 0.1 ml. I blonde)

Numbe r of — Foot . C~intlcIa ’ per Mul l . (.indeI.i ’~ per (‘andchts per StiIb ’~Mult ip lied by \ lamhert~ cqii.ire meter li~mberts sq&a.u -e lnt ~h square loot
Equal s number of

I tliimberts I 0.2919 0 9 - ’ 452 3 .142 2.919
Cnnd~las per square

met er (n it ) 3.426 I ~ I83 1.550 10 76 10.000
Mil li lamberts 1.076 0.3142 I 487 3.382
Candelas per square inch 0.00221 0 (100645 0.00205 I 0 00694 6.45
Candelas per square foot 0.3183 0.0929 0.2957 144 I
Siilhs (E0004 0 0001 0.00032 0 155 0.UuiOS

‘International System (SI) unit.

1—19
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R~~I~~~ N~~ ~~D C~~~~~ST

This section will briefly discuss reflectance and contrast since these
are the prim ary pararreters which affect the ability of the eye or a
viewing instru~ nt to detect an object . Contrast will be discussed in
nore detail in subsequent sections on the visual detection of objects .

* **I~~flectanoe

Tb the eye, the brightness or luminance of an object depends not only on
the level of illumination , but also on h~~ the object reflects the illumi-
nation. In general , the reflectance of a surface depends on the type of
surface , on wavelength, which gives it color , and on the illuminating
ai~ viewing angles. The simplest type of reflection is specular or mirror
reflection. ~~en light strikes a mirror the angle of incidence and the
anqle of reflection are equal. If only a portion of tie incident radiation
is reflected, the surface has a reflectance , p, where p is the ratio of
reflected to incident light.

reflected radiation (1-6)
~ incident radiation

Figure 1-8 illustrates the principle of light reflection back. on its normal
or perpendicular. %~ en you hold the mirror perpendicular to a beam of
light , you can reflect the beam back along the same path by which it entered.

NORMALI

FI~ JRE 1-8. ’ RELFEt’rIcE OF LIQII’ Bt>CK CE
ITS NOR4P~L OR PERPa~DIcuI.AR.

*,**fl~jd, page 1—16
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If you shift the mirror to an angle fran its perpendicular position , the
reflected beam is shifted at an angle fran the m oaning beam twice as
great as the angle by which you shifted the mirror. As illustrated in
Figure 1-9, if you hold the mirror at a 2~~ angle with the incxxning beam,
the reflected beam is projected at an angle of 5Ø0 to the is~~~ning beam.

INORMAi~~ - 
.

‘

FI( .IBE 1-9.’ REFL~~~ICE (F LIQfP AT
DIF~ERE~T Pi~ LES.

The siiTç)le reflectance characteristics of light just discussed illustrate
one of the dependable actions of light. You can reflect light precisely
to the point where you want it, because any kind of light reflected fran
a smooth, polished surface acts in the same menner. This effect is further
illustrated in Figure 1-10. The ray of light which strikes the mirror is
called the incident ray , and the ray which bo~~oes off the mirror is known
as the reflected ray. The imaginary line perpendicular to the mirror at
the point where the ray strikes is called the normal or perpendicular .
The angle between the incident ray and the normal is the angle of incidence ,
while the angle between the reflected ray and the normal is the angle of
reflection.

page 1—16
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* , **
FI~ JRE 1-10. TE~4S USE2~ ‘10 EXPLAINREFlECTED LIQ~T.

This leads directly to the law of reflection which is covered by the follow—
ing three basic stat~nents:

• 1~~ angle of reflection equals the angle of incidence.

• ‘1~~ incident ray and. the reflected ray lie on opposite sides
of the normal.

• The incident ray, the reflected ray , and the normal , all lie in
the same plane.

As a result, whenever there is a mirror—like reflection in which the angle
of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence, you have specular or
camtnly called regular reflection. Specular reflection can only cane fran
a plane polished surface, and, if the incident light is parallel , the re-
flected light will be parallel as s1~~n in Figure 1-11. Also, if the
incident light is diverging or converging then the reflected light will
be traveling in a like manner.

*,**Thjd , page 1—16
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***
FIGJBE 1-U.’ REGULAR OR SPECULAR REFLECTICE.

Z’bst surfaces do not reflect light specularly but itore or less diffusely.
The antithesis of specular reflection is diffuse reflection and it will
occur when light is reflected f ran a rough surface, or an object that has
an irregular surface. Diffuse reflection is defined as a randan distri-
bution of included angles for a series of rays traveling frcin the sane
source. As shown in Figure 1-12 , diffuse reflection is a scattering of
the incident light and it accounts for ability to see all nonli.zninous
objects as well as distinguish shape and texture.

~~~~~~~~~~~
- ~~~~~~TED BLACK LINES — N~~~*~L1 - 

-
• 

-
~~~~~

-- 
—

* ** -

FIGURE 1-12.’ DIFFUSE REFLECTICE.

*,**Ibjd, page 1—16
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An object ’s reflectance depends on the tine of day , tine of year, latitude,
vi~~ing gearetry, type of surface, atx~ospheric conditions, and wavelength
of the irradiating light. The reflectance of any material changes pri-
marily because of selective absorption at energies ( or wavelengths) that
correspond to the energy levels Within the material . The energies are
located throughout the electranagnetic spectr~un depending on the type of
transition or bond causing the absorption . If absorption causes an electron
to irove to a higher energy level, then the absorption spectra lie in the
ultraviolet or visible wavelength regions. ¶~~en the absorbed energies
alter the vibrational energies between atans, rather than electrons , the
energy changes are la*ier, and the corresponding wavelengths fall in the
near and middle infrared regions. absorbed energies that alter the rcr-
tational energy levels between the atans in a nolecule are smaller still
and the absorbed wavelengths fall in the far infrared and micr~~aw
regions. Table 1-6 lists the approximate reflectance (albedo) of various
natural objects for visible wavelengths.

*

TABlE 1—6 . APP~ )XIMATE VISUAL REFLECI’?NC&S
OF VARIOUS EARTH SURFACES.

Surf ace Approx imate Albedo

Snow 0.70—0.86
Clouds 0.50—0 .75
Limestone 0.63
Dry Sand 0.24—
~~t Sand 0.18
Bare Ground 0.03—0.20
Water 0.03—0.10
Forest 0.03 0.15
Grass 0.10—0.25
W~ck 0.12—0.30
Concrete 0.15—0.35
Blacktop I~ ads 0.08—0.09

*Jensen , N. (1968) , C~tica1 and Photographic Reconnaissance Systems,
Jobn Wiley & Sons , Inc., New York
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Contrast

This discussion on contrast will be brief bc~ause sthseqtent sect ions will
cover contrast in nore detail since it is a key parameter in the visual
detecti on of objects.

An object is distinguished fran its surroundings because of differenc es in
brightness (luminance ) and chrcinati city bet~~en various parts of the
viewed field . Such differen ces are usefully expressed as contrasts . Bright -
ness contrasts are nore in~ortant than chr ana ticity factors in deterinininy
visibility . Ass~.ins that an isolated object is viewed against a uniform ,
extended background. The object-back ground intrinsic contrast C0 is defined
by

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  

(1-7)
0 B~

where,

C0 = intrinsic contrast of the object ,

B0 L0 = intrinsic brig htness of the object ,

Bb = = intrinsic brightnes s of the background.

If L < I~~, the contrast is negative and becaes < 1  for an ideal black object
if tf~e background has any bri ghtness at all. If L > Lh, as in the case of a
light sour ce seen against the night sky , the ccntrLt n~ y have a large positive
valus.

The eye has a very nonlinear response to changes in stimulus. This character-
istic is undoubtedly associated with its ability to function well at br ightness
valuss differing by factors as large as 106. A general law of sensation ,
formulated by ~~ber (Ger man physicist 1804—1891) in 1834 and known by his nane ,
states : “The increase of stimulus necessar y to produce a just percepti ble
increment of sensation bears a constant ratio to the whole stimulus.” Applica-
tion of this law to vision was investigated in 1859 by Fechner , (German physicist
1801-1887) who found that , when the field luminance changed from L1 to L2, the
change in sensation was proportional to log (L2 - L1). In other words, as the
stimulus increased in geatetric progression , the sensation increased in arith-
metic progression . The “just perceptible increment of sensation ” in the stat e-
nent of ~~ber ’ s law is the visua l threshold of perception . Actua lly we are
interested in two kinds of thresholds associated with two types of light sources
in surrounding luminous fields . These types are (1) a luminous area and (2)
a point source of illuminance. The two kinds of threshol ds are discussed in
the following paragraphs .

1—25



The first kind is a luninance—cu~trast th resh old. In the p1v~;ent- COn t t~xt
this refers to the perception of a small target area within a lai ge sur-
rounding field. Ii~t the luminancea of target and field be made nea rl y
equal, until the observer can just perceive a di ff erence between the two .
E~notlng the luminances by L and L + AL, the thr eshold u is det ined as ,

~ (I. + AL) - L — AL
L , ( 1—8 )

where A14/L is the ratio of the least perceptible incre ment of field 1uminan~~to the fie ld lunthanoe itself. This ratio is called Fechner ’s fracti on .
Since the tine of Fechner many investigations of this th reshold have been
made. In general they have shown that remains fairly constant for a l l
values of L greater than about 1 ed m 2 , and for targets having angular
stbtenses greater than 1 degree. The value of & is also affected by the
presence of other stimuli in the field , by the psychophysical condition
of the observer , and by the desired pr cbability or assurance that the target
has indeed been perceived , or detected .

*Blackwell (1946) presents extensive test data ( the Tiffany Foundation data )
on l uminance-contrast thresholds . The tests onployed tar ots that ~~‘:v
brig hter or darker than the surrounding field which fornrd a luminous
background. The data represents thousands of observations made by many
persons under controlled conditions. The angular dian~’ters of the t ~rqc’t-s
ranged fran O~6 to 360 arc—mm , the field luminances varied fran
less than 10~~ to about 400 cd nr 2 , and the resulting thresholds exten~it ’~
fran less than 0.01 to nore than 100. A ~~a1l portion of the Black~&’ll
data nost relevant to the subject of visua l range is plotted in Fiqure 1-13.
The orig inal data , which correspond to a detection probability of 50% , have
been multiplied by the factor 1.62 to bring the probability up to abou t
90% . At field lt~itinance greater than about 1 od nr2 , the thresholds for
the two largest targets remain essentially constant . Noteworthy are

3 I

!iOl

tog field Ium,nenc•, I • lcd m

NCIrE: N~ui~er alongside each curve gives the angular subtens~’
of the object in arc-minutes .

*FI~ JRE 1-13. U~~~NN~O.}~Cct~1FRAs’T Thl*~SflOlD

* B1ack~m~ll , H .R. (1946 ) .  Cont t ast Thresholds of t ho ~~~wtn ~‘ye. ~ . ¼~~’t . ~~~~‘
.‘. P~’. ~
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the rapid increases in threshold for lesser luminances and szp&ller targets .
The disc~~tinuities in the curves at luninances near 2 x lO~~ od m 2 mark
the transition fran foveal vision (photopic or light-adapted ) to parafoveal
(scotopic or dark-adapted ) vision . Several sky condition s can be cor related
with the values of lumlnanoe along the abscissa scale fran the exasples
given in Table 1—7.

TABLE 1—7. APPI~)XIMATE IJJMIN~N(~ OF ThE SKY NEAR
TI~ HORIZCt4 FOR VARIOUS CQ~DITIa~S

Candelas per
Condition square meter

Clear day 10”
Overcast day l0~Heavily overcast day 10 2
Sunset , overcast day 10
One-quarter hour after sunset , clear 1
One—half hour after sunset , clear l0
Fairly bright noonlight 10.2
?‘bonless, clear night sky l0~~Z’bonless, overcast night sky l0

Note : ~ ctreme meteorological conditions may cause the
luninanoe to var y by a factor of 10 or sore .

The second kith of visual threshold lnçortant in atnospheric optics is
the threshold for point sources of light . A point source is defined as a
stimulus that affects the eye only in proportion to its intensity . ‘lie
maxinun diameter of a point source observed with the unaided eye can
vary fr~n 1 arc-mm or even less, at field luninances greater than about
1 ad rn~~, to 10 arc-min for dark-adapted parafoveal vision. The threshold
is basic to the visual detection of signal lights and beacons and to the
viBibility of stars. It is stated r~ t in terms of luminance contrast as
for extended sources, knit in terms of tIe illtzninance produced at the eye
by tie point source . Such thi~yho1ds have been inve%~ gated by Green *
(1932) and Kr~11 et al. (1946). ‘lIe Blackwell (1946) data for very small
targets are also a~~1icable when treated by the method of Middleton (1958),
who discusses and cai~eres the results of all three investigations. Data
fran these investigations are plotted in Figure 1-14 . The Green and Knc ll
curves correspond to a practical certainty of detection, while the Blackwell
curve corresponds to a 50% probability. If tie Blackwell curve is raised
by 0.3 log units to represent a practical certainty, tie three curves agree
well at tie lower values of luminance.
* Green, H.N . (1932). The Atnospheric Transmission of Q loured Light . RAE

I~pt. E and 1. k yal Aircraft Establisht~nt , Farnsborough , England.
** Knoll, H.P.., et al (1946) . Visual Thresholds of Steady Point Sourcs of

Light in Fie lds of Brightness fran Dark to Light. J. Opt. Soc. Am., 36
~~~ Blackwe].l, H.R. (1946) . ~~~trast Thresholds of the IKr~n Eye. J. Opt. Soc. Am. 3

6

****)~~~~1e~~~~, W.E.K. , (1958). Vision Through the Atnosphere. Univ. of Toronto Press
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FIQJRE 1-14: ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ A FJ~t’rICt~ OF FIELD LUMINA~~E.

As was mentioned previously, the subject of contrast will be covered in sore
detail when addressing the visual detection of objects.

~~,**,*** Ibid, page 1—27
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* **A~~~~PHERIC Mr~~UATIa~ ‘

This section will deal, in a general nenner, with atn ospheric attenuation and
its effects on visibility. Later sections will deal with these effects in
sore detail. The basic attenuation mechanis ms are scattering and absorption
and these will receive the greatest attention in this section. In addition,
other atnospheric attenuation mechanisms, such as atnospheric turbulence
which includes thennal stratification, will be brie f ly discussed .

The scattering of light f ran ~~~l1 particles or rroisture droplets suspended
in the atnosphere and the absorption of light has a two-fold effect on the

• propagation of light fran an object to an observer. First , light caning fran
an object of interest and fran its background is progressively resoved fran
the viewing path and does not reach the observer and, second, light which has
not cate directly fran the object or fran its innediate background is scattered
into the viewing path. These effects will be examined in this section.

Distinction Between Scattering and J’bsorptiai

Scattering must be distinguished fran absorption. Both processes renove
flux fran a given beam of light , but the similarity ends there. Scattering
is explained in terms of the wave theory of light , and it produces no net
change in the internal energy states of the nolecules. In contrast , ab-
sorption requires quantum theory for its explanation and does produce changes
in the internal energy states .

• Scattering. Scattering is explained in terms of the electranagnetic H

wave theory and the electron theory of matter. Briefly stated here,
the electric field of the incident or primary wave sets into oscillation
the electric charges of the particle , whether it is a nolecule or a
cloud droplet. The oscillating charges constitute one or sore electric
dipoles which radiate seconda ry, spherical waves. Since the charges
oscillate synchronously with the pr imary wave , the secondary waves have
the sane freq~~ncy and wavelength as the pr ii~~ry wave , and they bear
fixed phase relations to it. Tirre wise, the scattering process is a
contin~ous one and, when averaged over ccrplete cycles, produces no
net change in the internal states of the particle . Spectral ly , the
process is also continucus, although it is stron gly dependent on wave-
length for a particle of given size. Even if the incident light is
unpolarized, the scattered light is polarized to sate extent. The
type and degree of polarization depend on the optical properties of
the particle , the polarizatio n of the incident light , and the direction
in which the scattered light is observed. When the particle is iso-
tropic, the scattered intensity referred to a particular polarization
is a function of particle size , particle relative refracti ve index,
and wavelength of the incident light. These are the three parameters
of scattering . To the extent that they are known , the scattering
pattern can be accurately predicted fran theory. Speaking broadly ,
the scatterin g proces s has two observable aspects . When the scattered
intensity is of concern , as in studies of skylight , we deal with anguiaz.
scattering. When the total flux renoved fran a light beam is of concern,
as in study ing the attenuation of sunlight , we deal with total scatte r ing .

* Ibid, page 1—10
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**Zusv, V.E. (1974). Propagation of Visible and Infrared Waves in the Atnvs i~hc~ e.
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• Absorption. Figure 1-15 depicts a am plified energy level diagram
4. for a one electron atom that will be used to explain absorp tion .

The relationship between the electrons and the nucleus of the atom
is described in tet~e of discrete energy levels .

A IOniZed
L State

____________________ _____________________ First Excited
i i  Stat.

13.6 cv

10.1 eV

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Ground
State

FIQJRE 1-15. ‘I’X’PICAL E2~EI~Y LEVEL DIAGRN4

The electrons normally occupy the lo~~st available energy levels. When
C this is the case, the atom is said to be in its ground state . Ha~~ver ,

electrons can occupy higher energy levels, leaving sate of the 1~~~r levels
vacant. The electrais change fran one energy level to another by the ab-
sorption or ~nissicn of energy. During absorption, a quantum of energy is
absorbed by the atom thereby undergoing a transition fran a lower to a higher
energy state. This increase in the energy of the electron causes it to ju~~( to a next higher energy level and the atom is then in the excited state. It
is irrportant to note that an electron accepts only the precise anount of energy
that will soy it fran one allowable energy level to another. Therefore, only
those photons of the energy or wavelength acceptable to the electron will be
absorbed . Tinewise, absorption is a discontinuous process because of the
quantizations. Spectrally the process is selective , not continuous, because• only those quanta can be absorbed whoae energies are equal to the differences
between the permitted levels.
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Principal tharacteristics of Scatter ing

In a previous section, the radicitetric and photometric principles ~~re
covered, and with those in mind, now look at the basic scattering
process and consider the several types of scattering that occur when a
light wave is incident on a particle . This is done first in temte of a
single isolated particle where the effects of particle size relative to
wavelength are described. The ideas are then extended to the case of a
group of particles scattering in proximity to each other , thus creating
carposite effects .

Scattering is the process by which a particle , any bit of netter, in the
path of an electromagnetic wave continiously (1) abstracts energy fran the
incident wave, and (2) reradiates that energy into the total solid angle
centered at the particle. The particle is a point source of the scattered
(reradiated ) energy . For scattering to occur , it is necessary that the re-
fractive index of the particle be dif ferent fran that of the surrounding

• nedium. The particle is then an optical disca~tinuity, or irtharogeneity,
to the incident wave. When the atomic nature of matter is ca~aidered, it
is clear that no material is truly harogeneous in a fine-grained sense • As

a result, scattering occurs whenever an electranagn~tic wave propagates in
a neterial nediun , such as the atnosphere. Table 1-8 shows the wide rang es
of partic le size and conoentration that are responsible for scattering in the
atnosphere.

TABLE l-8 ’ PA~~I~~~~ RESPC1~SIBLE FOR
A’L!4~ PHERIC S~~T1’ERi}X

Radius O~~centration
Particle ~ pe (microns) (c~n 3 )

Air nolecule 10 ’ io~’

Aitken nucleus 1O~~ — 10 2 10’ — 102

Haze particle 10 2 — 1 l0~ — 10
Fog droplets 1. — 10 100 — 10
Cloud droplet 1 — 10 300 — 10
Raindrop 102 — 10’ l O 2 _ io~

The intensity of the scattered radiant energy , also called the scattered
intensity , forne a characteristic three’-diuensional pattern in space about
each particle . If the particle is isotropic , the pattern is syniretric
about the direction of the incident wave. The form of the pattern depends
strongly on the ratio of particle size to the wavelength of the incident
wave, as illustrated by the three exarrples in Figure 1-16 . In Figure l-16a ,
the relatively small particle tends to scatter equally into the forward and
rear directions. In Figure 1-16b, when the particle is larger , the overall
scattering is greater and sore concentrated in the forward direction . In
Figure l-16c, for a still larger particle, the overall scattering is even
* Ibid page 1—10
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greater and nost is concentrated in the forward direction with secondary
scattering in various other directions. Further increases in particle size
prcx~uce patterns of even greater cxxtplexity . In all cases the form of the
pattern is influenced by the relative refracti ve index , that is , the ratio of
the refractive index of the particle to that of the neditin surrounding the
particle .
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FI( JRE 1-16 . ANQiLAR PAT1’E1~ S OF SCNI’1’ERED
INT~~SITY FR t4 PAI~~ICLES.

The wide range of particle size in Table 1-8 , covering orders of magnitude ,
suggests that scattering itself may show large variations as can be seen
in Figure 1-16. The three types of scattering that will be covered are
Rayleigh , Mie , and nonselective scattering.

• Rayleigh Scatter ing. Rayleig h scattering occurs when the particle
is far smaller than the wavelength of light . Scattering of this
type varies directly as the second power of the particle volune and
Inversely as the fourth p~~~r of the wavelength. This neans that
blue light with a wavelength of 0 . 45  microns is scattered about six
tines as strongly as red light with a wavelength of 0.7 microns .
This ra~td increase in scattering as wavelengths beccite shorter
explains the red color of the sun at sunrise and sunset as ~~l1 as
the blue color of the sky . Sunlight traveling through the air
scatters blue light strongly in all directions . If ~~~~~ look at a
beam of sunlight from the side , it a~~ears blue . Cr~ the other hand ,
if look through enough atirosphere toward the sun, it appears red
because the shorter wavelengths have been scattered away. As a
result , equal airounts of flux are scattered into the forward and
back heriispheres, as in Figure 1-16a. The principal Rayleigh
scat to rers in the atirosphere arc the solecules of atnospheric gases.

* Ibid , page 1— 10.
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• Mie Scattering. Cr~ very clear days, the neasured scattering in the
atnosphere closely matches the calculated Rayleigh scattering.
Hci~ ver , as the particles increase in size and visibility decreases,
Mie scattering begins to predominate, and the calculations becciire
far rrcre difficult to make and check. This occurs when the particles
range frcin roughly 1/10 of a wavelength to 10 wavelengths in size .
As a result , when the particles diarreter is greater than about 1/10
of the wavelength , Rayleigh theory is not adequate to explain the
phenare na and Mie theor y is used . Althoug h Mie theory is strictly
applicable only to isotropic spheres , it is customary to ~rploy the
term Mie scattering even though the particles may be sozrewhat irregu-
lar in shape. The full Mie theory is expressed as a mathenatical
series ~ thracing all particle sizes where the first term of the serie s
is equivalent to the Rayleig h expression . For spheres of great
relative size, such as raindrops i1l~ ninated by visual light , the
Mie theory can be closely approximated by the principles of reflection,
refraction, and diffraction. Every particle in the atnosphere is
actually a Mie scatterer , but wa apply the term only to particles
larger than Rayleigh scatterers .

• Nonselective Scattering. Scattering beccxes nonselective as the
scattering particles beocre larger than about 10 wavelengths. When
this occurs, all colors scatter equally well , which accounts for the
white appearance of clouds. As a result , the larger particles
scatter nore light. There fore , nonselective scattering results In
greater scattering of light than Mie or Rayleig h scattering .

Since larger particles scatter nore light , the scattering depends only on
the actual cross section and density of the particles . The major factor
is water vapor, although snoke and dust can also be inportant. The usual
procedure is to estimate the anount of precipitable water in a path length
and then consult tables to find the tran~nission for the path. Figure 1-17
shows how the scattering coefficient varies with wavelength for different
sizes of particles . It should be noted that if the scattering particles
are classed as szroke or haze , the scattering coefficient in the infrared is
significantly inpr oved over the visible. This fact is sare tirre s used tO
advantage when visibility is limited by siroke or haze , However , it can be
seen that the ability to penetrate fog or rain is essential ly no better in
the near -infrared than the visible. The l~rproveirent begins at wavelengths
of about 20 microns or greater, again depending on the size of the scattering
particles . For heavy rain , in which the drops may have a dianeter of about
100 microns, Rayleigh scattering will still be significant with millineter -
wavelength radar . Table 1-9 sl~~zs the approximate dianeters of scat tering
particles for various atnospheric condi tions .

L~. 
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*FIGURE 1-17. ThE SC~TI’ERING ~~EETICIENF AS A FU!~CTIC}~
CF %~ V G’I’H AND PARTI~~E SIZE.

*TABlE 1-9 . APPI~)XI~~TE DIA~~l’ERS CF PARTICLES SUSPE~CED

$ __________ 

IN THE MMJSPHERE.

Particle Appj~oximate Particle Diarteter (microns)

aro ke &naller than 1: tobacco - siroke, - 0.2 or less; sixoke fran
burning oil , up to about 1:general , 0.001—0.1

F~res 0.1-1, but in case of industrial smelter fumes may
range up to 100

Haze Less than 1, generally 0.001—0.1

I)~st 1 and bigger, but generally larger than 10 , dust fran
rock drilling, majority below 2-5 , bit many over 10

Fog, Clax~ 5—50

Mist 50—100

~~izz1e 100—400

Rain 400—4 ,000 -

~~I’E: ~~~se values are only approximate, as much depends on the nature
of the particles , the node of formation , and the state of dis-
turbance of the atnosphere.

* Thid, page 1—10
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In the discussion to this point , single scatter ing has been assumed in that
the particle is exposed only to the light of an incident or direct beam. No
account has been taken of the fact that each particle in a scattering volune
is exposed to and also scatters a snail arrount of the light alread y scattered
by the other particles . This light , very weak by ccrparison with that of
the direct beam , reaches a given particle fran many directions, as shown
by Figure 1-18. Therefore, sate of the light that has been first—scattered
may be rescattered one or irore thmes before ~~erging fran the scattering
volume. This is called secondary or multiple scattering. Although multiple
scattering has little effect on the total arrount of light rsroved fran the
direct beam , it may significantly alter the caçosite pattern of scattered
intensity the to all the particles .

I
~~.fl, ,’ng

Incedent Entrance
co ls m.t.d .~~~ aperture of
flu e  —

~~~~~~ + ‘ o9t~caI
r*ctwer

~~- -~~~ Sicond-order ___
-
~~~ 

Katt,00g

T
FIGURE l_l8. * Z’IJ LTIPIE SCI~TIERING OR RESCATrERI!~X CF

(:~cE-SCATl~~ED LIQ~r.

This characteristic of multiple scattering can be appreciated fran Figure
1-16. For exanple, visuali ze that the pattern in Figure l-l6c is overlaid
with a multitude of similar but far weaker patterns having all orientations
in the plane of the figure. It becare s clear that the xrposite pattern ,
while still retain ing the principa l features of the original , exhibits fewer
and smaller variations in intensity as a function of angle . In the extrene ,
as with a very turbid medium, all sense of the direct beam is lost , and the
scattered light tends to reach an observer rather uniformly fran all di-
rectiais. This tendency is manifested in a dense fog .

* Thid, page 1—10
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Principal tharacteristics of Absorption

The absorption of radiation by a clean atmosphere is greatest in the infra-
red and ultra-violet regions of the spectrun. The absorbing agents are
mainly water vapor (H20) , carbon dioxide (C02) , nitrous oxide (N?0) ,  ozone
(0 3), molecular and atcinic oxygen (0,02), and molecular and atomic nitrogen
(N ,N2) .  In the infra-red there are discrete absorption bands , while in the
ultra-violet the transmission at wavelengths below 0.3 microns is very low.
In the visible region, there is little absorption cii a clear day , and it is
generally negligible when the water content is low. For the visible wave-
lengths , roughly 0.38 to 0.76 microns, nearly all the absorption is because
of the water vapor in the atmosphere. In the infrared region the absorp-
tion results fran the presence of water vapor , carbon dioxide, nitrous
oxide, aiid ozone. In the ultraviolet everything absorbs at sate wavelengths.
Fran 0.22 to 0.13 microns, the absorticn is due to ozone. It should be
pointed out that ozone is not present in the lci~ r atmosphere where this
atmospheric visibility report is being addressed . Below 0.13 microns,
the absorption is caused mainly by atanic and molecular nitrogen and

• oxygen .
The situation is rather different in regions where the atmosphere is polluted
with industrial waste. A suspension of black soot particles is a strong
absorber. In fact, with such atmospheres, absorption has been found to be
very dependent on the particular conditions, both in magnitude and spectral
properties . A great deal of practical field measurements of attenuation in
such conditions as industrial haze suggests that it is difficult to predict
the absorption properties in a given situation . Thus it has become fashionable
to assure that , in most viewing situations, it can be ignored as a separable
function. This is probably satisfactory in most instances. However , it can
be dangerous to ignore absorption without dt~ thoug ht where light is being
added to a viewing path as well as removed fran it , (the usual daylight
viewing situation) , since in this case light added to the path is only
added by scattering, while that removed nay include a major contribution due
to absorption.

Because of the strong absorption bands in the ultraviolet , there is very
little transmission through the atmosphere at wavelengths below 0.3 microns.
The infrared, however , displays several transmission bands as shown in
Figure 1-19. Continuing past the infrared into the microwave region,
transmission again becares generally excellent. Figure 1—19 illustrates
the basic absorption bands throughout these wavelength regions. The trans-
mission path is f ran sea level vertically through the atmosphere on a clear
day where only a minimal amount of water vapor is present.
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Atmospheric Turbulence

In the previous sections , we assumed that light scattering, absorption ,
and attenuation operate independently of spatial frequencies. H~~~ver ,
this ass urption is true only for uniform, nonturbulent atmospheres. Real
atmospheres exhibit turbulence. The optical effects of the turbulence
result fran the changes in the index of refraction of the air , which varies
because of changes in pressure and t~ cperature . As a result , thermal cur-
rents, thermal stratification, t~ drafts , and other atmospheric turbulence
will cause the index of refraction to vary in a cat~ licated way . In
sate instances the changes within a narrow coltmnn of air tray appear as
a lens ing action that throws an image in and out of focus. The resul t is
a twinkle in intensity known as scintillation. The lensing action may
also magnify or demagnify the image resulting in a phenarenon known as
pulsation. However, the major effects of atmospheric turbulence are caused
by randan bending or distortions of the wavefront. How seriously these
distortions affect visibility of an object depends on a great many things,
including the following:

• Cbviously the image motion depends on the degree of turbulence. In
general the turbulence is greater in dayti me than at night , greater
in winter than in si.~nter , greater near oceans or irregular land
features than over deserts or ~ rooth terra in , and greater in regions
of substantial. temperature differences. In general, seeing condi-
tions are usuall y classed simply as good, average, or poor . If it
is possible to wait indefinitely for a picture (for instance an
astron ater taking pictures of the noon) , then sooner or later good
or excellent seeing conditions will exist. Unfortunatel y, this
rarel y occurs .

*T~-~y1or and Yates (Me~y 1956) , Atmospheric Transmission in the Infrared ,
Report on NPL Progress , pp 9-16.
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• Image motion depends on ~~~ viewing angle . It is minimal when
looking in a vertical direction , either up or down . Image notion
as a function of elevation angle is plotted in Figure 1-20 for
good, average , and poor seeIng.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

50 -.~~~ver~ge seeing -

E 4 0 - -

~~ 3 0 -  -

Elevat ion angle —a.-

FIGU1~ 1_20 .* IW1GE ~&iricv AS A FU~ETIG~ OF ~~EV~TI~~ ANGLE

~OR GOOD, AVERAGE, AND POOR SEEING CCt~DITICES.

• Small image notions are more prob able than large ones. This means
that there is a time frequency associated with the motions and a
long exposure creates more blur than a short one.

• The magnitude of the image notion depends on how far the observer
is fran the turbulence. The closer the turbulence, the larger the
motion. The decrease in notion with elevation angle (Figure 1-20)
is really an aspect of this principle . Thus seeing will be differ—
ent for an observer above the atmosphere looking at the ground than
for an observer on the ground looking into space. If the sensor is
far above the atmosphere , say in a satellite , nearly all the light
rays deviat ed by the atmosphere will miss it , and the angular
deviation of the image must therefore be small. ~~ the other hand ,
if the sensor is on the ground, deviations may occur very near it
so that sate light rays will arrive with large angular deviations.
~~en sensor and object are both within the atmosphere , the analysis
is more caxplicated. The effect can be demonstrated with a sheet
of transltx~ent material or window screen. Close up, vision through
it is noticeably worse than when the material is held at arm ’s
length.

* Thid, page 1—10
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• The larger a lens , the more light rays it averages in any instant.
— Because the motions are randcvt, increasing the aperture of a sensor

will improve the average . However , it is statistically possible , at
any instant , to have no randan motions, so that if a lot of picture s
are taken with a small , fish lens sate of the pictures nay be better
than those taken with a large lens.

• Increasing focal length magnifies the linear motion fran turbulence.
Thus very large telescopes do not distinguish lunar details any
better than relatively small telescopes. (Large telescopes are
made large so as to collect more light fran faint stars.)

Forme of [~~ radation Due to Turbulence

Variations in the angle of arrival of a received optical wave-front will
cause an image to be focussed at different points in the focal plane of the
receiving optics. This results in a continuous , rapid movement of the
image about a mean point, and is known as image notion or image dancing.
Particularly slow oscillatory motions of this form are called wanderings or
beam steering and are due to deviations of the entire beam fran the line of
sight. The terms pulsation or breathing are used to describe a fairly
rapid fluctuation of the cross-section of a propagated light beam due to
small angle scattering by the atmospheric inhcziogeneities. This scattering
also produces destructive interference within the beam, which in turn
produces local fluctuations in ~ rplitude and therefore intensity (scinti-ilation).
These intensity fluctuations appear as areas of bright and dark ccitpared to
the average intensity over the beam cross-section . Scintillation re fers
only to rapid fluctuations in intensity, and, in particular , applies to
point light sources (e.g. , the twinkling of stars) . Lnage distortion of
blurring is the integrated effect of image notion and pulsation involving
many points which form the details of an extended object . It is clear
that if such points move independently of , and out of phase with , one
another, the details becaie blurred , lose contrast and cannot be distinctly
recovered fran the image. This is often loosely referred to as boiling
which means the tine-varying non-uniform illutninatiai of a large spot
image . Shinner is a general term often given to the tremulous appearance ,
apparent distortion , and motion of an object seen , for instance , through a
layer of air inre diately above a heated surface . All of these forms of
degradation due to turbulence affect the seeing quality or the quality of
image transmission through the atmosphere. This, in turn , affects the capa- I -
bility of the eye or a viewing instrtntent in the detection of an object .
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* ** *** **** ~~~~~ *~~~~*2. VISUAL DE-~rEL’r1a,~ ‘ ‘

Before proceeding into the effects of atmospher ic obstructions on visih i lity ,
it beccmi~s necessary to discuss and develop an approach for determining thevisual detection of objects , the naxii~un range at which a target can be seen ,and the chance that the target will be seen while it is at any given ranqe.For visual detection, this requires sate knowledge of the construction andperformance of the eye as a detecting instru~~nt. Later , other detectinqinstrtments will be addressed.

**** *****ThE H~~~N EYE

Of all the optical systems, the nost in~orthnt is the hunan eye and an under-
stand ing of its function will help to catprohond more clearly the use of the
huien eye and other optical instru~ nts in detecting objects. A ocmplote
stuly of the human eye involves physiological and psychological aspects
since any image formation must be interpreted by the hu~an brain . The ~nmun
eye is in effect a physical image-forming system~ that has lenses of certaincurvature and measurable indices of refraction. The eye con forne to the
usual laws of image forma tion when producing an image on a sensitive screen
in the back of the eye known as the retina . ‘lb see and distinquish an object ,
light of suitable quality and intensity fran the object must forn~ an image
on the retina which transfori~e the light energy to nerve energy . The nerve
impulses are then conducted to the bra in by the optic nerve and arc able
to distinguish the object.

Eye Structure

As illustrated in Figures 2-1 and 2—2 , the human eye is a nearly spherical
organ held in shap e by a tough, cuter, whitish sclero tic coat , called the
sciera , and the pres sure of its viscous content. The cornea, the transparentfront part of the sciera , protr~x1es slightly as it has a grea ter curvat ure.
Inside the sclera is the dioroid containing blood vessels, the opaque piq~ti~nt(not shown) , and the ciliary process. The ciliary process thclukis the iris
and the muscles which focus the lens of the eye. The pupi l is the opnn inq
in the center of the iri s. The retina covers the inside of the dioroid up
near the ciliary muscle. The space bet~~en tie cornea and the iris is ca l led
the anterior dianber and bet~~en the iris and the lens is the posterior
chai±er . }kth are filled with a fluid called the .~iqueous htror .

* t’t~Cartn ey , E .J. (1976) . Optics of tie Atmosphere, Jdm Wi ley & Sons, N . Y .
** Jensen , N. (1968).  Optica l and Photoqraphj c ci~iinaissance S st ~ n~~.Jthn Wiley & Sons , N.Y.
* ~~ Kooç*~an , Ii • 0. (1946) . Search and Screening , U. S. Navy , t h i”  f ct Nave

Opera tions, Operations Evalua tion Group , )k’port 56
~~~ Opticalinan l&C, Rate Training Manuel , NAVFRA *10206—A , l~72
~~~~ Photographic Mate 2&3, Rate Traininq Manu& , Navpers *10355—A , i~ 7~
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FIGURE 2-2. SUSPEI~1SICt~ AND AC~ICt4 CF THE LEES

The space behind the lens and the ciliar y process is filled with the vitreous
huior . The lens is attached to tie ciliary muscle by many fibers called
suspensory ligaments , as shown in Figure 2-2A. ~ coept for the opening in
the iris , called the pupi l, the pignentaticn of the sclera and iris nor mally
makes the eye light tight. Without prope r pigmentation , vision is impaired
by glare fran light leakage onto the retina.
* Optica lman 1&C , Rat e Train ing Manual , NAVTRA *10206-A , 1972

** Photographics Mate 2&3 , Rate Training Manual , NavPers *10355—A , 1971
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C)mparison With a Camera

In general cxi~istr~rtiai, the eye is very similar to a camera as shown in
Figure 2-3. ‘l~e camera is a physical optical instruient that fore an
image on the sensitized film which, when processed, becomes a photograph.
The formation of an image by the human eye is a physical cptical instru-
ment only to the point of refract.thg light. Fran the formation of an image
on the retina of tie eye, the balance of seeing is a psychological process-
ing dealing with nerve impulses and the brain. The only cxmparisons of
physical properties of the eye that can be made with the camera are lens
with lens, iris with diaphram, and sciera with tie lightpoof housing of
the camera.

0
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* **FIGURE 2-3. ’ CCZ4PARISCt4 OF THE EYE AND CP~MERP.

1~ fracting Machanism

The cornea and the lens act together as a convergent lens system to form a
real image on the retina of the eye. The cornea is the first refracting
surface for light entering tie eye and is responsible for about 75 percent
of the refracting power of the eye. The cornea is transparent and the
refracting po~~r is due to its curvature and refractive index difference
between it and air on one side, and the aqueous h~~~r on the other . The t~~surfaces of the cornea usually are of similar curvature. C~ianges in focus
to adjust the eye for various object distances are made by the lens which
changes to make the adjustment. The lens is a transparent elastic body
with a less dense outer layer and a denser inside core . The lens changes
curvature to focus light fran near and far points onto tie retina brought
about by action of the ciliary muscle changing the tension of the suspensory
ligaments . Figure 2-2 shows the ciliary process in detail with the eye
focused on a near object in Figure 2-2B, and the eye rela xed and focused
on a distant object in Figure 2-2C. The process of chang ing focus from a
near point to a far point is referred to as acoc*nNxIation, and the normal eye

~~,** Ibid , page 2— 1
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has the ability to focus on an object at a near point of about 5.9 inchesand a far point of infinity. This decreases with age , as a result of lossof elasticity of the lens.

Iris Function

~~~1t into the eye is an ad justable diaphrag m designed as the ir is . Asshown in Figure 2-4 , it acts as an aperture stop for the lens , just as thediaphragm of a camera does. The iris opens and closes autanatically, con-tracting under very bri ght light and expanding in dim light . The openingin the center of the iris is called the popil. The size of the pupil willvary in young eyes fran 8mm in dim light to about 2mm in bri ght light.The iris is cxatp osed of radial and circular nTuscle fibers , over which 
__

have no control. The opening and closing of the iri s is an aut anatic functionof tie nervous system and it thus tends to hold the illumination on the retinaconstant regardless of image brigh tness.

ØØ*

* **
FIGURE 2-4 IRI S AND DIAPHRAQ~ CF A C1~frERA

Vision

• Light energy striking the retina of the eye enables us to see , but the opticalimage formed on tie retina is only the starting point of a caiplicated processof visual perception and visual memory. The fact is that you do not see theretinal image , instead you see with the aid of this image. The incoming lightforms a pattern that gives information for the nervous system to pick up.This information is then used by the vie~~r to guide movements, anticip~’t~’events, and construct a mental experience. The visual pro cess is thensupplemented by the memory tha t stores the information in the brain . Theretinal images are constantly changing in position , size , the shape as thevies~~r moves his eyes or the object being viewed is moved . Usually ~~ arenot aware of our eye movements as they are moved by the contracti on of on’-’or more pairs of opposed muscles triggered by the nervous system. Such eyemovements are necessary because the area of clear vision availa ble to the

~~~~~ Ibid , page 2—2
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stationary eye is severely limited . ‘lb see this , all one needs to do is
fixate on a point of saie unfamiliar picture or printed page. ~~ly a small
region around the fixation point will be clear while most of what is beiny
viewed will be hazily visible. This is due to the structure of the retina
and the placement of its sensitive elements. The retina which covers most
of the area behind the ciliary process, translates liqh t. enr’rqy into nervous
energy and contains the first coordinating nerve cells in the visual system .
The front part facing the lens is cutp osed of blood vessels , nerve cells,
nerve f ibers , and ~~~nective tissues.

Figure 2-lB shc~~s a cross section of the human retina , magnified abou t 500
tines. In this picture , light is caning fran the left. The light—sensitive
elements are cxttçosed of two different kinds of special ly developed nerve
cells. They are called rods and cones because of their shape. The light-
sensitive layer of rods and cones lies behind the retina . I3efore light can
reach that layer , it must pass through several layers of tissue , containing
a network of nerve f ibers and blood vessels. These layers are extremely thin ,
so they don’t absorb much light. But , they do affect the sharpness of the
image. In saie of the lc~er animals, the sensitive layer is at the fron t of
the retina, with the nerve and blood supply behind it. Those animals probably
see more clearly than humans. Ha&ever , the human retina has the advanta ge
that tie sensitive layer is in contact with the rich blood supply of the
choroid. That helps to keep the efficiency of the retina at a high level
over a long period of tine .

As illustrated in Figure 2-1, tIe entrance of the optic nerve is a blind spot
where there axe no light sensitive cells. The retina thins at the visual
axis because there are no blood vessels or nerve f ibers over the fovea which
is the most sensitive par t of the retinae The center of the fovea contains
only cones that are longer , thinner , and more densely packed than cones else-
where in the ret ina. Fra n here to tie edge of the retina the nuither of
cones per unit area decreases and the nu±er of rods increases . The sensitivity
of the retina to light varies , and since the fovea is the most sensiti ve , it
is used to see fine detail and color. The cones of the fovea are individually
connected to a single nerve fiber and have a direct path into the optic nerve .
Because the fovea is highly sensitive and small , ~~ must constantly shift our
eyes when looking at an object in fine detail.

Night Vision

Qxkes appear to be a factor in acute vision, as the eye tends to rotate in
order to brin g the Image nearer to the area where cones are most concentrated.
It also appears that the rods in the retina are associated with night vision .
Scee facts that support these stat~ tents are :

• Animals that hunt at night and sleep in the dayti me (such as ba ts )
have retinas caiposed almost entirely of rods .

• Animals that go to sleep as soon as it gets dark (such as pidqeons)
have retinas caTposed almost entirely of cones.

• Human beings who get around both day and night have retinas c~~p seu
of both .

2—5
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The strt~ ture of the rods and cones is ccitplex and the exact n~ chanism ofvision is not fully known . ~~ do know that the retinal rods conta in a redcolored photosensitive pi~ mant called rhodospin which is bleached when ex-posed to light . The product of this bleaching is a stimulation of thenerve cells in the eye making the rods sensitive to very small amounts oflight.

The retinal cones conta in a violet-colo red photosensitive pigsent callediodospirt that is similar to rhodospin but more capable of undergo ing physicalchange . Even though the cones respon d more quickly to light , it takes agreater amount of intensity to trigger this resp onse. An example of thechange taking place in the eye is when a person goes fran brig ht sunli ghtinto a darkened roan where it takes the eye several minutes to adj~..st tothe lower illumination level. This occvrs because the retinal rods, eventhough they are more sensitive to low illumination , do not respond as quicklyas tie cones. The reverse procedure holds tr ue when we again emerge from adarkened roan into brig ht sunlight.

Color Vision

%~~ite light is a carb ination of all the wavelengths of the visual spectrum ,However, when an object is viewed in color , it is reflecting or emittingwaves of a certain wavelength . As an example, red objects reflect wave-lengths greater than .~64O microns and blue objects reflect wavelengthsbetween~4lO and ~46O microns.

Aside fran the cone cells being less sensit ive than the rods , the conesare also the sensitive cells in color vision. This is proven by the factthat at very low levels of illumination all radiation regardl ess of wave-lengths give rise to colorless sensations . The normal human eye can matchany color with a mixture of three primary colors ; red, green, and blue.The brightness of color in the objects that are seen depends on the radiantenergy in the light.

I~ solving Power

The resolving pc*~er of the eye or an optical system is the abili ty to dis-tinguish between two adjacent points and is often expressed as the abilityto distinguish between small lines and fine angles . Since resolvin g power isa measure of the ability of an optical system to distinguish fine detai l , it 
- -is an important property of the system.

Figure 2-5 illustrates what is meant by two adjacen t points forming an anglewith the eye. The averag e eye can resolve details subtending one (1) minuteof arc. This is brought about by the image falling on the retina andstimulating more than one cone , with a separ ation of at least one unst imu-lated cone between them. Therefore , the normal eye can distinguish between
two equally bright objects , separa ud by an angle of one (1) minute.

2— 6
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The rods and cones give the retina a mosaic structure that determines reso-
lution where tie rmaxirrnim resolution depends on three factors:

• Retinal location of tie image,

• Nature of tie image, and

• Adequate tine for stimulation.

Retainal location of the image means that the image must fall on the fovea
of the retina where vision is most acute. As a result, the resolving power
of the eye decreases as the image moves away fran the fovea. Nature of the
image means its brightness which is tie light necessary to stimulate the
retina. ‘fle smallness of a light or brig ht spot that can be seen will depend
solely on its brigh tness. Adequate time for stimulation means that an image
must fall on the retina long enough to cause stimulation of the nerve cells.
For example , bright objects will stimulate quicker than dim objects . All of
these factors can be fully realized when viewing at night. If a small but
very bright light is seen , the eye experiences a quick stimulation and the
light is very noticeable. If a dim light is viewed at night, the eye must
oa~centrate for a much longer period of tine in order to discern it.

NA’IURE ‘~~~ VISIBILITi

Visibility is one of the most oa~plicated of all meteorological elements. A
nurber of visibility instr unents have been developed , but none has been con-
sidered sufficiently practical to replace observations made by the unaided
eye. The measure of visibility and visual range depends on the lack of trans-
parency of the atmosphere. The lack of transparency of the atmosphere , depends
on the amount of foreign particles in the atmosphere, and it affects visibility
in the following manner :



~~~~~ TT~~~~L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
—

• The strength of light traveling through the atmosphere is red uced
by absorption and scattering caused by the air molecules and by
minute particles of matte r suspended in the air . These particles
include spores, bacteria , dust, smoke , fog, and ice crystals.

• The amount by which tie light is lost or attenuated depends upon
the size , kind , and quantity of suspended particles . The color of
light that is most scattered or transmitted also depends upon the
size , kind , and color of particles in the air at any par ticular
th~~.

• Air molecules are of such a size that blue light is scattered about i -

ten tines more than red light. The sun at sunset is red for the
reason that sunlight at sunset must travel throug h a long path of
air. Along this path , tie blue portion of the sunlight is scattered
in all directions , while the red light remains by the time the
direct light reaches the eye at the end of tie path.

• Haze, catposed of extr~~ely small particles , also scatters blue
light more than red, altl~ ugh these colors do not a~~ear as pure
in haze as they do when the light is scattered by air molecules .

• ‘fle size of fog droplets can vary over a large range. Since the
color of light that is most scattered depends upon the size of the
particles , it can be expected that different types of fog will
scatter colors in different degrees.

• Clean, pure fog droplets smaller than one micron in radius scatter
blue light more than red. If the droplets are between about 1.5
and 5 microns in radius , they scatter red light more than blue .
Droplets of more than five microns in radius (the most camon fog )
scatter all colors about equally.

• The amount of attenuation of light depends upon the amount of scatter-
ing and absorption of light by the air and other par ticles in the air .
A measure of this ability to scatter and absorb light is the extinction
or attenuation coefficient. It is evident that visibility is related
to the attenuation coefficient and is inversely proportional to the
amount of light absorbed and scattered . Although visibility also
depends upon a nim’ber of other factors , it is important to understand
why an object may be visible or invisib le , depending upon the range
fran the object to the eye.

Daylight Visibility

For an object to be visible , it must be distinguished fran its surroundings.
In other wo~.ds, the object must be contrasted with its background. If no
contrast were perceptible , we would not be able to distinguish the object
fran its surroundings and it would be invisible. This is one of the principles
a~~lied in camouflage. For purposes of discussing daylight visibility , the
principal contrast that enables us to distinguish an object is the contrast
in brig htness. Brigh tness is the luminous intensity per unit area normal
or perpendicula r to the line of sight . The luminous intensity is usually
expressed in candl epower , which represents a certain aefini te rate of flow
of light energy . If the difference in brig htness between an object and a
brig hter background is made smaller by increas ing the brightness of the
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object , a point is finally reached where we no longer can distinguish a
difference, but , since our eyes are not perfect instr unerit s , the differ-
ence is not apparent to us. Now, if the actual brig hthesses of object and
background are measured when the object is just visible , the ir actual
contrast can be found. The contrast is calculated on a relative basis by
dividing the dif ference in brightness by the brig htness of the background.
This contrast is called the threshold of bri ghtnes s contrast. It is
obvious, therefore , since all people ’s eyes are not the same , this value
varies fran person to person , with in certai n limits , and depends also
on the adaptation of the eyes to existing light conditions.

The threshold of brig htness contrast is rela ted to visibility in the
following way. Suppose that a black object is viewed in the daylight
against a ccrp letely cloudless sky . As the object moves farther and
farther away, toward the horizon, it appears to beccue lighter and lighter ,
and its apparent brightness beccz~es more and more the sane as that of the
sky. Finally, at sate distance, the object is no longer visible , because
no contrast can be discerned between it and the sky. The reason why the
object appears lighter as its distance fran the observer increases is easy
to understand. Sunbeams fran the window, slanting across a roan, are made
visible by the dust particles in tl~~ air. The path se~ r~ lighted up. In
the sane way, thoug h not so spectacularly , since the light is not broken
up into separate beams outdo ors , the air between an observer and an object
is lighted up as the result of scattering . The longer the air path , the moreair-light there is between the observer and the object . Thus , the furtheraway the object, the brigh ter it appears .

It is obvious that , by moving the black object farther and farther t~~zar d
the horizon , the contrast will diminish until it equals the threshold bri ght-
ness contrast. At this point the object will just be visible. This
distance fran the observer to the object is the visibility . This certa in
distance at which the object becaies visible is related to the attenuation
coefficient , which becaies greater as tie distance beccr~es less. As the
nurber of foreign particles in the atmosphere increases , the value of the
attenuation coefficient increases , and the visibility decreases.

Factors ~~tich Influence Visibility *

The concept of visibility implies a visible object . It is in the choice
of a reference object that our difficul ties multiply . We find that visibility
depends (apart fran individual differen ces in visual acuity) upon various
properties of the object , surra u~dings , and light ing. These properties
include:

• reflecting p~~~r and color of the object ,

• reflecting p~~~r of tie background,

• amount of cloudiness ,

• position of the sun ,

• angular size of the object ,

• nature of the terrain between the object and observer , and
• bri ght light points in the field of view.

* Haynes , B.C. (1947) . Techniques of Ct)serving the Weather , John Wi ley
& Sons, N.Y.
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These properties which influence visibility will now be discussed in nore
detail.

• ~~~ Idea l thject and Background. The visibility of a black object
against a sky backgroi.x~ constitutes the ideal object and background
and (with either a cloudles s sky or a ccztpletely overcast sky ) can
easily be czxpute d by kr~~iing tie attenuation coefficient and the
threshold values. The position of tie sun in this instance makes no
difference.

• Effect of Differen t CbleCtS and Backgrounds . The nu~erical examples
of Table 7-1 illustrá ~e €Eae effects o~ dIf~erent objects and back-
grounds on visibility. It is assumed that the same atmospheric
conditions prevail, the sky is uniformly overcast, and the objects
are of the same angular size.

This table shows that: (1) gray objects may be used , but they should
be as dark as possible , (2) white objects should not be used , and
(3) tIe sky should be the background for the objects .

* 
‘1

TABLE 2—1

~~‘FD~rS OF oamrrs AND B (~~~ JNDS CtA VISIBILITY
_______________________________ __________________ — 

Visibility
Cbject Backgrow~ Miles

Black Sky 3.0
Gray (reflecting 15% light ) Sky 2.9
S’th ite Sky 2.5
Black Sr~~ 2.3
Gray (reflecting 15 % light) Snow 2.1
Black Ground 0.9

• Position of Sun. The above points are further ~~p~asized when we
consider the effect of the position of the sun relative to the
observer and object. Table 2-2 illustrates the effects of sun posi- - -

ticm on visibility . The sky is assuned to be clear , and the sun is
at an elevation of 20°.

*

TABLE 2-2

EFF~~~S OF SUN FOSITI~ 4 a~4 visisn rr~

___________ 
Visibility~_~iles

Sun Sun Directly to Sun -
Before Right or Left Behind -

Cbject Background Cbserver of Cbserver Cbserver
Black Sky 3.00 3.00 

- 
3.00 -

Gray (reflecting Sky 2.97 2.97 2.43
15% light)

Black Ground 0.72 1.11 2.91

Gray (ref1ecting~ Ground 0.36 0.63 2.22
15% liçtht) _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

*n)id , page 2—9
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• C~lor of Cbj e ts. If the objects are colored the situation bexres
more conplex. However , if the colored objects are not too brig ht ,
they will behave about the sane as gray objects. This is rather
significant since dark-colored buildings (dark red brick , etc.)
may be used as reference objects , always keeping in mind what has
been said about tie background and the object size. As the distance
of a colored object a~proathes the limit for visibility , its color
seers to disappear and it looks gray , so it may be treated as a gray
object . Table 2-3 shows the effects of color on visibility w~~er
the sane atmospheric conditions, but using objects of different colors
as referenoe points . It illustrates the fact that the colored ob-
ject acts nearly the sane as a gray object with tie sane reflecting
p~~~r . .

*

TABlE 2—3
EFFEL’I’S OF COLOR Ct4 VISIBILITY

O’lor Beflecting P~~~r , % Visibility , Mi les

Gray 13 9.1.8
Bed 13 9.10
Gray 30 8.95
Blue—green 30 9.05

• Angular Size of Cbjects. ‘Ite angular size of objects is the angle sub-
tended by the ~~ject at the oberver’ s eye as shown in Figure 2-6.

FIGURE 2-6. Ai~~JIAR SIZE OF OBJEX’I’S

For objects subtending angles less than 10, the visibility decreases
rapidly as the angle beccues smaller. Above one degree to about five
degrees , there is very little variation in visibility as shown in
Figure 2-7 , in which tie angle subtended by the object is plotted
against visibility.

For example , Figure 2-7 shows that if an object subtending 3
0 is just

visible at three (3~ miles , then, under the sane ditions an object
subtending only 0.3 could not be seen beyond 1.6 miles.

*Thid , paqe 2—9
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Angula r size of ob~ect. degrees
*

FI~~JRE 2-7. N~CUL~R SIZE CF O&]EC~S VS. VISIBILITY IN MILES

• Effect of a Bright Light in the Field of View. The dazzling effect
of lookir~g toward a bright light is a ccuiron experience. If such a
source is close to the line of sight , the abject being sighted is
more difficul t to see. The visual range will appear less than it
actually is, because the threshold brightness contrast increases
owing to the dazzling effect in the eye. C.bservers unccrisciously
correct satewhat for this by shad ing their eyes with their hands
when determining visibility in directions near tie sun. - 

-

• Effect of ‘I~rrain Between Cbserver and Cbject. If the terrain between
the observer and the object is highly reflective (such as lake s ,
white sand, or snow) there will be an appreciable addition of air -
light in the space between observer and abject , causing the object
to be less visible than it ~~uld be if the intervening terrain were
dark soil or grass.

• Effects of iibonliqht, Starlight, and Twilight. The visual range of
objects in the subdued light of moonlight, starlight, or twilight
is less than in daylight. The reason is obvious. As an example of
the magnitude of this effect , suppose that the visibility were such
as to permit an abject to be ju st visibile ~t 2 1/2 miles in daylight;
in bright moonlight the object would not be visible at more than about
0.6 miles. In twilight the sane sort of effect is noticeable . How-
ever , in twilight the illum~ination and tie bri ghtness of the sky vary
with direction , so that the visibility will depend on the direction of
the object .

*

Visibility at Night

visibility at night , of necessity, is determined mostly by the visual range
of lights rather than by objects. Therefore, only unfocused beans and beacons
can naturally be seen farther than ordinary lights . It is evident that ,
since tie distance at which lights can be seen depends upon their candlepower ,
this distance has no relation to the visibility determined by objects in the
dayt ime. Candlepower is the amount of light per unit spherical ang le. If the
proper candlepower lamp is chosen , there will be a 1:1 correspondence between
the visibility determined in daylight and the visibility determined at night
by moans of the lamp. Thus, under similar conditions, when tie visibility
in daylight is three miles, it ~vuld take a 225-cand1e~xwei lamp to be just
visible at three miles at night.

* Ibid , page 2-9
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1

In the discussions which follow, for tie sake of clearness, visual range
will be defined as the distance at which a dark object subtending 2° - 3

0

is just visible against the horizon sky , during daylight. The distance
at which an electric lamp is just visible at night will be called lamp
range.

• Variation of Lamp Range With Candlepower. The candlepower is not
only depen~~nt upon the design of the lamp and the direction in
which it is turned but also upon the voltage impressed upon it.
Fbr example , suppose that tie visual range were three miles; then .~~60-candlepower lamp wc~.ild be just visible at 2.3 miles at night (lamp
range) . Now suppose that the voltage of 110 volts is reduced by 18
percent. The lamp would now be giving only about 31 candlepower and
tie lamp range would be two miles. If the voltage had increased
by 18 percent, the lamp would give about 106 candlep~%er and the
lamp range would be 2.6 miles. In the foregoing example , the trans-
parency of the atmosphere was held constant , so that the visual ranqe
would have been three miles. Suppose now that the atmosphere bec~x~ s
clearer , giving a visual range of 10 miles. ~~at would be the
behavior of our lamp range? At 60 candlepower , the lamp would be just
visible at 4.6 miles. If the voltage to the lamp were reduced by
18 percent, the lamp would then be visible at distances no greater
than 3.8 miles. If tie voltage increased by 18 percent , the lamp
range would be 5.2 miles. Not only, therefore, are most lamp ranges
different fran the visual range under the same atmospheric conditions ,
but changes in line voltage cause changes in lamp range. Thus , con-
sidering only lamps of ordinary candlepower, for poor visual range ,
changes in line voltage have only ~~~11 (perhaps negligible ) effects
while for good visual ranges the effect is greater. Also, for poor
visual ranges tie differences between visual range and lamp range
is less tha n for good visual range. Suppose, however , that we use
a much stronger lamp, say one of 750 candlepower , at a voltage of 110 .
If the visual range were 10 miles, this lamp would be (under the saxm~atmospheric conditions ) just visible at night at eight miles. If the
voltage dropped by 18 percen t , the lamp range would be about seven
miles. If tie voltage increased by 18 percent, the lamp range woui~lbe about nine miles. Now if the atmospheric condition s were such
that the visual range is but 3/4 mile, and a 750-candle~x~~ar lamp at
110 volts were used, the range would be about 1.4 miles . If the voltagedropp ed by 18 percent, the lamp range would be only about 1.2 miles.
However , if the voltage increased by 18 percent, lamp range would ~til1be no more than 1.4 miles. It is thus evident that , if a system of
lamps is to be used for determining lamp ranges , and their voltageis not kept constan t , lamps of high candlepower are better than lar’psof low candlep~~~r. Table 2-4 shows the approximate relationships
between the various factors already discussed .
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TABLE 2-4

VISUAL RN~~ •: VS IJ~W CA D!J IU~IEH
v r
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Distance Lamp Distance Lamp Distance Lamp
Visual Is Visib1.e At Is Visible At is Vi~ ib1t~ At
Range, Voltages of Voltagt,s of Volta ges of
miles 90 110 130 90 110 130 90 110 130 ’

- 

3/4 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.4 - -

3 2.0 1 •3  2 .6 1 .2 2.6 2. ) 3 . 3.b 4.0
6 3.0 3.5 4.0 3.4 4.0 4.4 5.2 .8 t . 4  -

10 3.8 4. t  5.2 4.4 5.2 .0 7.0 8.1 ‘)~ O -

• Flashing Lights. The visual range of flashing lights may, for practic al
purposes , be considered the sant - as that for steady light , as long as
the duration of each flash is several seconds. If , ha~evt’r, the
flashes last for much 1cs~ than 0.2 ~c~x’~nd , thi ’ liqht will not be
visible as far as a steady light. As an example, suppose that a
certain stead y light is visible at .1 1/2 miles; then if the sanv
light ~a to flash on and off so that each flash on lastM only 0.02
second , the light would be visible at only two (2) miles. Since
flashing lights of such small intervals arc rarely used in practice,
this considera t ion may be ignored with respect to visibility dt’t ~~i-
minat ions .

• Effec t of the Llriqhtnoss o the i3ackgrou nd of Lanpa . If  a whit ’ lamp
is soon against à backgroun d that is no€ black but has a certai ri
brightness, the lamp cannot be soon as far as it could lx’ If  it ~~ ‘i c
against a black background . ~~ illustrate this , assume that the
visua l range is thr ee (3) miles. A lamp of 225 candlepower , ~iin~;t
a black background, can be soon at three (3) miles. A similar lamp
against a backqround of moonlit s~~~ , would have to be at about 2 .8
miles to be visible. Evidently , then , at lo~st for lower visibilities ,
the of foct is not very important. I f  we oxamino the situation for
longer visibilities (say 10 miles) , a lamp which can be soon at eigh t
miles against a black background would have to be moved to about 7.
miles to be visible against moonlit snow. Aqain it appears that the
difference in the visua l t ango of the lam p is not of too qroat magnitude.
For rod lamps , within reasonable limits , the background bri ght -

~~~~ h.~a
no effect.

• Effect of Fog. The preceding discussions were based on nigh t vh~i-
bility conditions of over 1/2 mi le and in the absence of t ~q. I
fog exists , the lights no longe r act as point sour ces. The fog
pa rti cles scatte r the light and form a large luminous are a surround ing
the lamp . The light fran this luminous area ia d i i i  ua~x1 light .
According to several sources , the eye is 7 , 000 to 170 , 000 t int- s nt rt ’
sensitive to ligh t fran a point source than to diffuse light ,

* Ibid , page 2— i)
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depending upon background bright ness. Therefore the diffused
light caused by the fog around a lamp cannot be seen as far as
the light fran the sane lamp not surrounded by fog. ~~ illustrate
the relative sensitivity of the eye to point and diffuse sources ,
consider and ccapare the candlepower necessary to make a flash from
a point source (a lamp) , and light reflected fran a cloud visible
at six (6) miles. For the point source if a candlepower of 250 is
sufficient, then nearly 3, 250 ,000 candlepower will be necessary for
light reflected fran a clou~.

• Effect of color. The effect of color of a light source on visibili ty
is substantially the sane in fog as in clear air . Red lights , in-
cluding neon, of the sane candlepower as white lights cannot be seen
any farther than the white lights in a fog. For this reason it is
satisfactory to use red obstruction lights as visibil ity markers .

Estixrating Visibility

In estimating visibility , there are situations where the observer may be
so located that the farthest visible objects on all horizons are so close
that true visual range may not be obtained for conditions of excellent
visibility. Under these ~~~ditions, the observer should estimate the visi-
bility by noting the transparency of the athosphere. Small objects should
be observed , and their sharpness may serve as a guide for selecting the
visibili ty. When the more distant objects stand out sharply with little
blurring of color , the air may be considered free of haze and the visibility
quite high. If the objects are blurred or indistinct and seem to have a
gray or purplish hue, it indicates the presence of haze or other obstructions
and a reduced visibility can be expected .

*A~~~SPHERIC EFFECI’S ON DETEL’rION RANGES

In the preceding section , the eye has been considered as a detecting instru-
ment operating on targets of given apparent size, contrast , and shape.
Before these results can be applied to an actual case or operation , it is
necessary to find how the circumstances of the case determined these
variables and hence, indirectly, the probabilities of detection . Now in any
actual case, certain intrinsic characteristics of the target may be regarded
as known. These are its gec*Tetrical shape and dimensions and diffuse re-
flecting pa~~r. Except within small angular distances fran the sun, the
latter determines the intrinsic brightness of the target in units of sky
brightness. The intrinsic characteristics of the imirediate and general back-
ground and the relationships between all intrinsic and apparent quantities
are determined by the circumstances of the case. The study of these various
dependences and relations is the subject of this section .

* Douglas, C.A. , and Booker , R. L. (1977) . Visual. Range: Concepts, Instrumental
Determination and Aviation 1~pplications. Optical Physics Division , National
Bureau of Standards , NBS ~~nograph 159, U.S. Dept . of Corrim~rce
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Brightness

The presence of material in the atmosphere alters the pattern of light
received by the eye f ran the various points of the target and background
and acts to,

• remove sare of the light by absorpti on and scattering out of the
line of sight, and

• add sare light reaching the eye fran the direction in which the
observer is looking by scattering into the line of sight.

The basic expression for the apparent brigh tness of the target viewed against
the horizon sky is, -

= B0e~~~ + B5 (1 — e 81
~) ,  (2 1)

where ,

BR = apparent brig htness of the object at range R,
B0 = intrinsic brig htness of the object ,
8 = attenuation coefficient ,
e 8= T (trans niissivity) ,
B 8sc~~~

8ab
= scattering coefficient,

8ab = absorption coefficient,

R = range fran detector to object, and
Es = brightness of the horizon sky in the direction of view.

This basic relation will be used in determining the visual range of objects .
The first term represents the direct attenuation of the intrinsic brightness
of the object by scattering and absorption . The second term represents the
additional contribution to the apparent brightness of the object due to ex-
ternal illumination fran all directions that is scattered into the observers
eye by the material in the atmosphere.

Similarly, the apparent brightness of the background immediately surrounding
the target is,

-BR -BRB~B = B be + 3 5 ( l — e  ) .  (2~2)

where, B~~ = apparent brightness of the background , and

= intrinsic br ightness of the background.
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Therefore, the difference in brightness between object and immediate back-
gro~md is,

BR - B~~ = (B0 - Bb) e~~~. (2-3)

Contrast

The apparent contrast is the ratio of this brightness difference and the
effective background brightness. There are t~~ math cases which arise in
actual operations , one in which the immediate background and the effective
background are the sane and one in which they are dif ferent. The first
case is exemplified by search for an object siinouetted against the sky.
‘lie second case is exemplified by search for a target on land. In this case,
the line of sight frequently approaches the horizon so that the adaptation
of the eye is determined partly by the brightness of the land and partly by
that of the sky. Because light adaptation is rapid ccxpared
to dark adaptation, the bright sky is respons ible , almost entirely , for F
setting the level of respons e of the eye. Therefore , in both cases , the sky
brig htness is a reasonable approximation to the effective background brig ht-
ness and the object contrast can be expressed as ,

CR = c0e~~~, (2-4)
where ,

CR = contrast of the object at range R,
C = intrinsic contrast of the object , and

~~~~~ 
(see Section l) ,

Visual and ?~~teorological Ranges *

The concepts of visual and meteorological ranges are derived fran the ideas
of contrast attenuation and visual threshold. Both concepts refer to the wave-
length at which the eye has the greatest sensitivity which is at ,550 microns.
Visual rang e can be defined as the distance , under daylight conditions , at
which the apparent ~~itra st between a specified type of target and its back-
ground (horizon sky) becares just equal to the threshold contrast of an observer .
The visual rang e is a function of atmospheric attenuation, albedo (reflectance ) ,
visual angle of the target , and the observer ’ s thres hold contrast at the irarent
of observation. Values of visual range usuall y are estimated fran the appear-
ance of buildings and special targets at differing distances against the
skyline. ‘lie expression for visual range is ,

C
~ i n —a , (2—5)

where,
V = visual range, and
C~ = contrast threshold or the contrast at which an object is

just visible against its background.

* Cwalinski, R. et al , Field Testing and Evaluation of ~ethods for ~?asur I~gVisibility, NW ~~vironnenta1 Tech. Labs., Bellevue , Wash., NTIS , P8-21 5—548/4sT 
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It is apparent fran Equation (2-5) that the visual range of an object isdetermined by the inherent contrast of an object , C0, the attenuation co-
efficient , B, and the contrast threshold , C~. There are methods formeasuring B while values for contrast threshold Ct can be estimat ed . Thereis no feasible way of determin ing C except by direc t neasurerrent of B and%. )breover, except for black ~~~~~~~~ C0 is not constant but will varywith the extent-of clo~xI cover and with the position of the sun with resp ectto the object. ‘l’~e sitjective factors and optional target features involvedin the strict meaning of visual range are not present in the meteorologicalrange. This is obtained by specifying a black or dark object and lettinq c~= 0 • 02. In practice, the object is made large enough so that this value ofCt is applicable. Since the target is black , its inherent contrast agains tthe sky is unity and equation 2-5 becares,

V = 
(—in Ct) = 3.912

where,
VM = meteorological range which is the maximum distance at which

large dark or black objects , such as mountains and buildings ,
can be seen against the sky ,

= 0.02 for a black or very dark large object , and
C0 = 1 for a black or very dark large object .

Equation (2-6) shcws that the visua l rang e of a large black object is inde-
pendent of the brightness of the background sky and the direction of view
with respect to the sun. This is the reason that black or very dark objectsare chosen as visual markers for observation. If we nc~ substitute Equation(2—6 ) into Equation (2— 5) , we obtain ,

- 
VM i n C

V — 

~~~~~ ~~ (2—7)

~there the visual range is na.i dependent on the meteorological visibility and
not on the attenuation coefficient . This turns Out to be a very useful ex-pression because it is not dependent on the attenua tion coefficient . This
concept of using large black objects as reference visual ranges will be utilizedeven further in the fo1l~~iing section.

Visibility Factor and Contrast Thresh old Criteria

Although variati on in contrast is not a significan t factor in deter mining the
accuracy of rou tine meteorologica l observations , the effect of contrast on
visual rang e is of intere st because the visual range of many thject5 which
are not black is of Interest. The visibility factor is the ratio of the
visual range of a large object to the vis ial range of a large black object and
is expressed as folla~s using Equation (2—5 ) :
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1 C0

= ~ in = 1_ ln C0, (2-8)
EL CBL l f lCt

-
~~~~~~~~~ 

Ct
where,

K = visibility factor ,
V0 = visual rang e on a large object ,

= visual rang e on a large black object ,

C0 = contrast of large object , and
C~~ = ca~trast of large black object = 1. -

Figure 2-8 Indicates the relation ship between the visibilit y factor and the
intrinsic contrast of the large object for a contrast threshold , ç = 0.05.
The intrinsic contrast of the object rang es fran zero for a grey thject so
lighted by daylight that it blends with the sky to as high as five for a
white object in direct sunlight.
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*

FI~~iRE 2-8. ~~~~rs ~~ INuEf~~’r CCNFRAST u~a~ VISIBILI TY FACIOR.
K = 1 W}~~ C = 1. A C~~TRAST THRESHOLD OF 0.05 IS
ASSt.tI ED.

* Ibid , page 2—15
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The apparent contrast and the visual range of an object viewed horizontally
against a background other than the sky may be determined by using
Equation (2-1) . For objects viewed against an irrrediate terrestrial back-
ground the following equation applies :

c~ = C0 (1 + (;/A~) (e~~
1o -l)~~ (2— 9)

where,
C.~ = contrast threshold of the obje ct,
C0 = intrinsic contrast between the object and its background,
B = brightness of the sky in the direction making the sane
~ angle at the object with the line of sight as it does with

a line fran the object to the sun,
= brightness of the background of tie object , and

V0 = visual range of the object .

In this situation, the apparent contrast, and therefore , the distance an
object can be seen, depends on the direction of view, the brightness of a
particular section of the sky, the inherent brig htness of the background ,
and the contrast between the object arid its background. ~1ien the line of
sight is horizontal , B5 is the brightness of the portion of the sky directly
behind the object and its background. The visibility factor is obtained by
carbining Equations (2-9) and (2-6) and results in the following :

— 

ln( l— (B
~,/B5) (l—C0/Ct)) (2—10)

K — ln(l/C~
)

This expression is plott ed in Figure 2-9 where a value of 0.05 was used for
the contrast threshold , C~. Figure 2-9 can be rore easily understood by
considering the following situations . The ~ratio BLJB varies fran about
five or xr~ re on a sunny day with a snow background ~to 5less than 0.01 in
directi ons near a low sun shining through a haze with a grass background.
In the case of a grass background on an overcast day , the ratio will be
about 0.2 to 0.3. On hazy days , with the sun visible throug h the haze , the
ratio may vary over a range of rore than 10 to 1 around the horizon. Con-
trasts between natural objects and their backgrounds may be as low as 0.2.
The conditions for values of %/B greater than five are not canton and
usually require , in order to sizrn.~taneously produce both a high contrast and
a high value for the ratio B~

/B
~ , that sunlight be specularly reflected fran

the object . Therefore, in general , tie visibili ty factor will be less than
one , ranging fran 0.3 to 0.6 under overcast daylig ht conditions to less
than 0.1 with a low sun shining throug h haze . The deve1o~ rent of the theory
of the visibili ty of objects given above has been sizrplified in the interest
of brevi ty and clarity. A uniform athos~~ere with a constant attenuation
coefficient has been assumed . Field experience has indicated that the
equations developed above are sufficiently general to represent the visual
range of objects in practical applications .
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FIGURE 2-9. EFFEX~’IS CF (~~.UND/HORIZCZ1 SKY LU~4IN~~~~ R~~IO ~ND
~~~~RAST ~ J VISIBILITY FAC1’OR FOR OBJEL”TS WITH A
TERRF S~RThL WCKGWXJ ND, BASED UPC~J A ~~~TRAST THRESHOLD
OF 0.05.

The values used for contrast threshold normally range between 0.02 and 0.06.
Usually, the visual range is not very sensitive to a change in contrast
threshold since the relationship is logarithmic. However, saTe criteria for
contrast threshold is required. This general criteria is as follows:

• Use a value of C~ = 0.02 for large black objects .

• Use a value of C~ = 0.05 for a trained , professional theerver .

• Use a value of C = 0.035 when general field ccnditions are assumed
and different ty~es of observers are used .

It should be pointed out that the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) ,
currently uses the value Ct = 0.055 as tie basis for the definition of
a daylight visual range . H~~~ver , the value Ct = 0.02 still persists in
the definition of meteorological rang e.

Nightti me Visual Range

Nighttime visual range cannot be stated in terms of how far a dark object
can be seen against the horizon sky but is stated in terms of the distance
at which a high intensity source can just be seen. The governing law
wes given by Allard.**

*Ibjd, page 2—15
**I~u~~d, E., t~’ëtoire Sur 1’ intensite Et La Portee Des Phases , Paris ,

Punod, 1876.
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= 
Ie~~~ (2-11)

where ,
ER = illuninance at range R,

I = intensity of light source, and
R = range.

The concern is not in regard to the contrast threshold of the human eye (as
during daylight) but to the illuninance threshold or the mininun arount of
light falling on the eye which produces a recognizable sensation of brightness.

Standard Daytime and Nightti me Visual Ranges

Ek~uations (2-6) and (2-11) will be carbined with the reccmrendations of the
FM to obtain the standard daytime and nighttime visual ranges . The FAA
standard value of Ct = 0.055 is used as tie basis for the definition of day-
light visual range. Substituting this value in E~juat ion (2-6) results in:

— 2.9Vd (FAA) — (2—12)

Again, adcpting the FAA recantendations, the nighttime threshold illuninance
is taken as 2 mile—candles (E = 7.17 X 10~~ lumens ft 2) and the standard
light intensity is taken as 10 ,000 candelas (I = 10,000 candelas). Substi-
tuting these values into B~uation (2-11) and letting the rang e equal the
nighttime visual rang e (R = VN) ,

25.43 = 2 in VN (F~~) BVN (FM) (2—13)

Ccziparing Djuations (2-12) and (2-13) illustra tes the condition that , given
the sane atnos~~erjc conditions with a specific ~~, it is easier to see a
brig ht light at night than a dark object by day. Therefore, within the
conditions of the accepted FAA day ar id night visual range standards and
for a given value of ~~, the nighttime visual range is greater than the day-
time visual range .

Furthe riro re, it is recognized that , even during daytime , under excessively
turbid conditions , tie 10,000 candela light source can be seen at greater
distance s tha n can the dark object used as the usual reference for the
specification of dayti me visual range. As a result , the FM has specified
the value of 1000 mile—candl es (E = 3.58 x i0•~ lumen ft 2 ) as the illuni-
nance threshold. Using this value along with I = 10 ,000 candelas in F~uat ion
(2-11) results in the following dayt ime visual range relative to the distance
the high intensity light source can be seen :

19.45 = 2ln VD (FAA) + 
~~D (FAA) (2 14 )

- 
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Figure 2-10 illustrates the standard daytime and nighttime visual ranqes
using &iuations (2-12) , (2-13) , and (2-14) and also shows the neteoro-
logical range of ajuation (2-6) . The daytime curve cathines the visua l
rang es on a standard light source ( for rang es greater than about 4000
feet) and on a dark object ( for rang es less than about 4000 feet) . It
should be en~~ asized that these standard visual range curves are based
on the visual range standards as defined by the FAA. Ilerefore, these
curves form the basis for interpreting all available visual range data
fran airport operations in ter ms of the optical quality of the atnr,sphere.
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FI(~JRE 2-10. VISUAL RAN(~~S A~~ORDING W FAA
VISUAL RANC~ STA~~AI~)S

(~ rparing D~uations (2-12) and (2-14) and their respective curves shows
~mder what daylight conditions it is easier to see the light source than
the dark object . At a visual range of about 4000 feet, both equations
yield the same 6. Ther efore , in clean atmos~*~eres (6 < 7 .25 x 10-4 ft 1)
a dark object against tie horizo n sky can be seen and rec~gnized at greaterdistances than the bright light. ~~en B > 7 • 25 x ìo~~ ft~~ then the brig htlight can be seen and recognized at greater distances than the dark abject.This fact is recognized by the FM in airport opera tions and when the day-
time visual rang e on a dark object against the hor izon drops to 4000 feet ,
the high intensity runway lights are turned on as an aid to air traffic
r ovenent and daytime visual ranges are subsequently specified xl?lat ive
to tie distance at which those lights can be seen.

* Ibid, page 2—15
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3. oBSTRt.x ’rIa~S TO VISIBILITY

* * *  ***DESCRIP~I(1JS OF OBSTRUCrIII4S TO VISIBILITY ‘

This section will a~~ress those obstru tions to visibi~~t~y listed in the
Federal Meteorological Handbook on Surface (~ servations and sumarized
in Table 3-1. Descriptions of these obstrirtions to visibility are as
follows:

TABLE 3—1
OBSTgL’rIa~S TO VISIBILITY

OB RJL’I’Ict~ SY!~~OL

Fog F
Ground Fog
Ice Fog IF
Haze H
SnDke K
Dust D
Blowing Snow BS
Blowing Sand
Blowing Dust BD
Blowing Spray BY

Fog is the presence of minute water droplets ~suspended in the athos~*ierethereby red~x~irtg the visibility range. t’tderate , heavy, and very heavy fog
ca~ditions can be expected to hide nrre than half of the sky or extend up—
ward into layers of existing or low clouds. Fog can be classified according
to the intensities in Table 3.2.

TABlE 3-2
FOG INTENSITIES AND VISIBILITY

— 

FOG INTENSITIES VISIBILITY (Miles)
Very Heavy 0 - 1/8
Heavy 1/8 - 1/4
!~bderate 1/4 - 3/4
Light 3/4-4
Trace 4 - 6

* Kraght, Peter E. (1942) . Meteorology for Ship and Aircraft Cperation,
Cornell Maritime Press, N .Y.

** Haynes, B.C. (1947). ~~chniquss of C*,serving the ~~ather , Jthn Wiley &
Sons, N.Y .

*** Federal Meteox:ological Handbook No. 1, Surface (~ servations, thange No. 3,
U.S. Depth . of Ozxtmerce, Defense, Transportation , 1 July 1975.
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Ground Fog

Ground Fog is a visible aggregate of minute particles of water based at
the earth ’s sur face that reduces visibility. This is ground fog if it does
r~ t classify as fog . Ground fog is tented shallow when it is less than
six feet in depth and does not restrict horizontal visibility . The inten-
sities for ground fog are the same as for fog.

Ice Fog

Ice Fog is a suspension of n~ ierous minute ice crystals in the air , based
at the earth ’s surface , which redu ces visibility . Unlike fog , ice fog
does not prodtEe rime or glaze on cold exposed objects . Temperatures are
usually at or below -20 degrees Fahrenheit when ice fog forms . However , a
mixture of liquid and ice fog occasionally forms at temperatures below
free zing. This condi tion may persis t for a few hours as the fog changes
to ice fog and dissipates due to a drying of the air , even though tempera-
tures continua to fall. C~tical effects similar to those associated with
ice pri sms are observed in ice fog. !1emperature -dew point dif ferences t~~yapproach eight degrees Fahrenheit or itore. The intensities of ice fog are
classified the sane as for fog.

Haze

Haze is a suspension in the air of extremely sm~all particles invisible to
the naked eye and sufficiently n~.mierous to give air an opalescent ap~~ar-
ance. This phenarenon resembles a uniform veil over the landscape that
subdues all colors . Dark objects viewed through this veil tend to have a
bluish tinge while bright objects , such as the sun or distant lights , tend
to have a dirty yellow or reddish hue.

• Dry Haze . Dry haze is catprised of dust or salt particles which
are dry and so extremely small that they cannot be felt or dis-
covered individually by the unaided eye. However, they diminish
the visibility and give a characteristic sitoky (hazy and opalescent)
appearance to the air. These particles produce a uniform veil
over the landscape and subdue its colors . The veil has a bluish
tinge when viewed against a dark background such as a trountain , but
it has a dirty yellow or orange tinge against a bright background ,
such as the sun , clouds at the horizon, or snow-capped mountain
peaka. This distinguishes dry haze fran grayish light fog . ~tnen
the sun is well up in the sky, its light may have a peculiar silvery
tinge due to haze . Irregular differences in air temperature may
cause a shimmering veil over the landscape that is called optical haze.

• Damp Haze. Damp haze is cczxposed of microscopically small water
droplets or very hygroscopic particles suspended in the atmosphere.
Damp haze is similar to a very thin fog , out the droplets or particles
are smaller and more scattered than in light fog . Damp haze is - 

-

usually distinguished fran dry haze by its grayish color , the greasy
appearance of clouds seen through damp haze as though viewed through
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a dirty window pane, and the generally high relative humidity.
It is cam~nly observed on seacoasts, and in southern states ,
most frequently with onshore winds and in the vicinity of
tropical disturbances . A con~ron node of formation of damp haze
is the carrying up to high levels of particles fran salt-water
spray in windy weather. In contrast, light fog is more carnonly
observed when there is little uov~ rent of the surface air .

Haze can be classified according to the intensities in Table 3-3.

TABLE 3—3
HAZE INTENSITIES AND VISIBILITY

HAZE INTENSITIES — VISIBILITY (miles)
Heavy 1- 2 1/ 2
~~derate 2 1/2- 6
Light 6-10
Trace 10 — 50

Smoke - 

-

Smoke is a suspension in the air of small particles produced by cathustion.
This phenatena may be present either near the earth ’s surface or in the
free atmosphere. When viewed through smoke , the disk of the sun at sunrise
and sunset appears very red. The disk nay have an orange tinge when the
sun is above the horizon. Evenly distributed stroke fran distant sources
generally has a light grayish or bluish appearance . A transition to haze
may occur when smoke particles have traveled distances of 25 miles or
more, when the larger particles have settled out, and the remaining
particles have beccite widely scattered through the atmosphere . Stroke is
classified according to the intensities in Table 3-4.

TABLE 3-4
S1~)I~ INTENSITIES AND VISIBILITY

— S~tD~~ INTENSITIES VISIBILITY (miles)

Very Heavy 0 - 1/8
Heavy 1/8 - 3/4
1,’bderate 3/4 — 1 1/2
Light 1 1/2—6
Very Light 6-10
Trace 10 — 20

Dust

Dust is ocirposed of fine particles suspended in the air by a dust storm or
sandstorm. Dust present in the upper air fran great distances may give a
grayish appearance to the sky and. reduce its blueness. Occasionally , the
dust aloft may be of a brownish or yellowish hue. Dust is classified
according to the intensities in Table 3-5.

3—3
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TABLE 3-5

DUST IN1~~SITIES AND VISIBILITY

DUST flfl ~~SITIES VISIBILITY (miles)
Very Heavy 0 - 1/8
Heavy 1/8 - 3/4
~~derate 3/4 - 1 1/2
Light 1 1 / 2 — 6
Very Light 6 - 1 0
Trace 10 — 50

Blowing and Drifting Snow

Blowing and drifting snow are snow particles raised fran the ground by a
strong turbulent wind.

• Blowing Snow. Snow partic les raised and stirred violently by the
wind to modera te or great heights. Visibility is generally poor
and the sky may becar e obscure d when the particles are raised to
great heights. The snow is norma) l.y carried so high up fran the
ground that the vertical visibili .y is considerably reduced .

• Drifting Snow. Snow par ticles raised by the wind to small heights
above the ground. Visibility is not severely reduced at eye level
although obstructions below this level nay be hidden by the particles
troving nearly horizontal to the ground . This occurs because the
snow is drifting so low above the ground that the vertical visibility
is not appreciably rUminished.

Blowing and drifting snow are classified according to the intensities in
Table 3—6 .

TABLE 3—6
BIø.qING AND DRIFTING SN(~ INTENSITIES

AND VISIBILITY

AND DRIFI’ING iSNY.~1 IN2ENSITIES VIS BILITf (flU. a.55 )

Heavy 0 - 1/4
?.bderate 1/4 — 3/4
Light 3/4 — 1 1/2
Trace 1 1/ 2 - 2 1/ 2
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Blowing Dust and Sand

Blowing dust and sand are particles raised by the wind such that visibilities
are reduced . Table 3-7 indicates the intensities and visibility for differ-
ent blowing dust and sand conditions.

TABLE 3-7
BID.~I~~ DUST AND SAND INTENSITIES

AND VISIBILITY

YiJING DUST AND
SAND INTENSITIES ~~ ,.1~BILITY (~~.les)

Very Heavy 0 - 1/ 8
Heavy 1/8 - 3/4
r.~,derate 3/4 — 1 1/2
Light 1 1/ 2 - 6
Very Light 6 - 10
Trace 10 — 50

Spray and Blowing Spray

Spray and blowing spray are water dro plets torn by the wind fran a sub-
stantial body of wate r , genera lly fran the crests of waves , and carried
a short distance into the air. The intens ities of spray and blowing spray
and the effect on visibility are given in Table 3-8 .

TABLE 3-8
SPR1~Y AND BIAYiJI NG SPRAY INTENSITIES

AND VISIBI LITY

SPRAY INTENSITIFS VISIBILITY (miles) L

Heavy 1/ 2 - 2 1/ 2
Z~~der ate 2 1/2 — 6
Light 6 — 2 0
Very Light 20 - 50

Drizzle , Rain , and Snow

Drizzle , rain , and snow are precipitation forire that are oc*rçosed of particles
falling fran c1o~~s. Preci pitation can generally be classed according to
those forma that fall in showers (continucusly) or never fall in showers.
Although there ar e precipitation forire other than drizzle , rain , and sn~~
(sleet , hail, ice crystals), this section will only describe these most
~~~uon forms of prec ipitation .

- - -  
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• Drizzle . This type of precipitation does not fall in showers.
It is a rather uniform precipitation consisting exclusively of
minute and very nut~ rous drops of wate r (dianster less than 0.02
inch) which seem almost to float in the air , and visibly follow
even slight notions of the air . Drizzle usually falls out of low, —

rather continucus and thick layer of stratus clouds which nay
even touch the earth . In cold weather the layer nay be thin .
It is not to be confused with the very small but scattered droplets
which fall at the for~ iost edge of a general rain area or with
light rain. Drizzle does not usually occur with showezy weather.
~fl~en showers do occur during drizzle they are the result of in-
stability above or below the warm, moist layer where the drizzle
is forming . Therefore, even the finest rain fran shower clouds
is not to be confused with drizzle . Along west coasts and particu-
larly in mountains, drizzle may scvetimes produce considerable
amounts of precipitation , as much as 0.04 inch per hour . Drizzle
is normally associated with fog since the t~~ often occur simul-
taneously. Therefore, drizzle is characteristically accompanied
by poor visibility , and this criterion should be used in distinguish-
ing it fran fine rain . Drizzle most camonly ~ccurs when a relatively
warm, moist layer of air flows over a cooler surface layer of air
or cooler ground (or sea) surface so that condensation ensues in
the moist air , with formation of low stratus clouds , often with foq .
If the warm air in question is an unstable, turbulent layer of high
humidity near the surface, the condensation generally takes place
more extensively and the precipitation is heavier than otherwise .
This also tends to be true when the notion of the moist air is up-
ward along a sloping cooler surface layer of air or rising
ground. Table 3—9 summari zes the visibility for different drizzle
intensities .

TABLE 3-9
DRIZZLE INTENSITIES AND VISIBILITY

DRIZZLE INTENSITIES VISIBILITY (mi les)
Heavy 1/4 - 1/2
Moderate 1/2 - 1 1/2
Light 1 1/ 2 - 6
Trace 6 - 1 0

S Rain . This type of precipitation falls in showers and consists
of drops of liquid water which are generally larger than 0.02 inch
in diameter and fall faster than 10 feet per second in still air .
Rain must be carefully distinguished frcm drizzle . ~~ile the drops
of rain are generally larg er than 0.02 inch and those in drizzle
always smaller than 0.02 inch , rain drops may, under certain circum-
stance s, have dia re ter s also smaller than 0.02 inch . Such rain dro ps
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are much sparser than drizzle drops. The first rain drops from an
advancing canopy of clouds nay all have diameters less than 0.02
inch , but then can be distinguished fran drizzle by the clouds from
which they fall , by not being so numerous , and by not mate rially
reducing the previ ously existing horizontal visibility as dri zzle
does. Precipitation of rain nay be either fairly continuous orshowery, but that of drizzle is rather uniformly continuous and
never showery. Thus , rain can occur fran shower clouds, such as
cumiloniithus or cum~ulus, but drizzle does not . %‘~en the precipita-
tion is rather continuous , a considera tion of the clouds is helpful
in avoiding confusion between the t~~ phenomena in question . Rain ,
as distinguished fran showers of rain , manifests itself as fairly
continuous precipitation of ordinary rain drops fran a continuous
sheet of cloud . The sky is , as a rule , covered with a layer of
real. rain clouds (i.e. , nonshower clouds such as nfrbos tratus)
formed by progressive lowering fran an altostratus syst~ n, or with
a uniformly gray but relatively high canopy of clouds (altostratus) ,
generally with formless masses of cloud below (scud: fractoctmiulus
or fractostratus ) ,  which may even be present in such quantities
that the u~per clouds are completely hidden . C*~ the other hand ,
drizzle usually occurs fran a continuous dense and low layer of
stratified cloud which has formed near the surface, but not from
progressive lowering of higher clouds . Rain can be classified
according to the intensities in Table 3-10 where light rain is
about 0.1 inch/hour and heavy rain about 0.3 inch/hour .

TABLE 3—10
RAIN INTENSITIES AND VISIBILITY

RAIN INTENSITIES VISIBILITY (miles)
Very Heavy - 1/8 - 3/4
Heavy 3/4 - 2 1/2
Ibderate 2 1 / 2 — 6
Light 6 — 2 0
Very Light 20 — 50

• Snow. This type of precipitation falls in showers and consists of
water in the solid state , mainly in the form of branched hexagonal
crystals or snowflakes , of ten mixed with simple ice crystals. Snow
ordinarily manifests in the form of single plate like crystals of
water in the solid state , or clusters of such crystals which fall
more or less continuously fran a solid cloud sheet . Because of the
mechanical difficulties involved in measuring snow as a rate of
weight—accumulation , visibility is used as the criterion for deter-
mining the intensity of snowfall. Table 3-11 gives the snow
intensities and corresponding visibility .

3—7
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TABLE 3-11
S~~W INTE2~~ITIES AND VISIBILITY

St04 tN’rE2~SITIES VISIBILITY (miles) -

Heavy 0 - 1/ 4
tkxlerate 1/4 - 3/4
Light 3 / 4 — 2 1 / 2
Very Light 2 1/ 2 - 4
Trace 4 — 6

Typical Effects on Visibility by Atmospheric C.bstructions
— Table 3—12 summarizes the typical effects on visibility by the atmospheric

thstructions discussed in the previous section . Typical meteorological
ranges are also given in Table 3-13 in vali~s of the scattering coefficient
corresponding to some of the typical weather conditions of Table 3-12. In
addition, these visibility ranges have been organized into a set of visi-
bility states. The meteorological ranges were obtained by using ~~uation
(2—6) , which is as follows:

— 
3.912VM - 

B

~~~re,
VM = meteorological range or the maximum distance at

which large dark or black objects , such as
mountains , can be seen against the sky .
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~~‘FEX~.’rS OF A’IMJSPHERIC OBSTRIL’PICZ.~S C1~ TI~ ATrENuATIct~1 cDErTIcn~’r *

This section will cover some typical atmospheric obstructions and their
effects on the attenuation coefficient. This type of information is useful
in assessing the effects of the obstructions on the visual range of objects .

• Eventually this information will be ocithined with object contrast to relate
an of these para meters to visual range. A typical set of the attenuation
coefficient is shown in Figure 3-1 and is particularly important since it
shows ha’, the relative attenuation coefficient changes with wavelength and
particle size. In general, this figure shows that the attenuation co-
efficient is relatively constant over the lower wavelengths and decreases
significantly at the higher wavelengths. Of course, the larger the particles ,
the larger the attenuation coefficient.

__________ 

~~~
J

Iear Muddle

-
~~ 

_ _ _ _ _  

fl{\ \ \ l
2 

~ Nf \ \ \ \ \
I” \ 1\ \ \ \

_____

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  \ * \*\~
0.8

:~~ 
____________ __________________________

001 0.1 1 10 100

Wavelength (gm)

*FI~ JRE 3-1. RELATIVE VAlu ES OF WTAL SCAITERING
~~EFFICI~~1’S ~OR DIFFERENT ~~VELEN(?~~SAND VARIOUS PAffl’ICE RADII.

*)~~~~j~~y, E.J. (1976). Optics of the Atmosphere, Jthn Wiley & Sons , :~.Y .
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The attenuation coefficients for clouds and rain were ca~puted by
Deirmendj ian. * The results are sumr~arized in Figure 3-2. A ocitpariscri
with available measurements of attenuation was made with the addition
of Fog (cbs) , Water vapor (cbs) and total estimated (rain -50 + fog +
water vapor ) data points which agree with the model results. As to
attenuation by other types of cloud and precipitation composed of ice
particles , snow, and hail , an accurate estimate is not attainable at
present since the effects of the irregularity of their shape are not
well known and the optical constants have not been completely determined .

Figure 3-2 is a good indicator of the variation of the attenuation co-
efficient with wavelength and shows the following :

• The attenuation coefficient is relatively constant over the
l~~~r wavelengths, especial ly for rain and cloud C. 6. This
means that the attenuation coefficient could be determined at
the middle IR region of 1-10 microns , and the value ~~uld be
applicable at the near IR , visible , and ultraviolet wavelengths.

• All the curves show a signi ficant red uction in att enuation co-
efficient with increa sed wavelength . This means that measurements
at the far IR and radar wavelengths will allow for lower atte nu—
ation coefficients and longer visual ranges assuming tha t object
ax~trast and cxzitrast threshold do rct significantly deterio rate .

Figures 3-3 and 3-4 indicate the values of the attenuation coefficients
for sensors using the following atmospheric windows (minimum effects on
attenuation):

• Visible spectrum-O.4 to O.7 mjcrons

• IR spectr um - 3 to 5 micrcns and 8 to 12 microns

• RF spectrum — 3 ,200 microns, 8,600 microns, and 30 ,000 microns

Figure 3-3 indicates the attenuation of optical-frequency radiation. Figures
3-3(a) and 3-3 (b) show the attenuation due to haze and fog for selected
values of visibility. Since the attenuation due to haze and evolving fog
decreases rapidly with increasing wavelength, IR sensors are preferred over
visible sensors in hazy weather. For stable fogs and clouds (Figures 3-3 (b)
and 3-3(c)) ,  IR attenuation is so severe that IR sensors have little advan-
tage over visible sensor s. Figur e 3-3 (d) shows the attenuation due to rain
for various precipitation rates where the attenuation is constant fran the
visible wavelengths through the middle IR wavelengths of about 15 microns
since the water particles are muth larger than the radiati on wavelengths .

* Deirrrendj ian, D. (1975) . Far Infrared and Sub millimeter Attenuation by
Clouds and Rain . Rand Corporation , Santa ~~~ica , CA. , NTIS 1iD-A021 947/7sT
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* then , C.C. (1975) . Attenuation of Electrmagnetic Radiation by Haze , Fog ,
Clouds , and Rain . Rand Corporation , R-1694-PR , DDC-AD-A01l642
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Figure 3-4 indica tes the attenuati on of RF frequency radiation due to fog,cloud, and rain. Haze is transpare nt to RF radiation since haze particlesare n~~h smaller than RF radiation wavelenth. Figur es 3-4 (a) and 3-4 (b)show that the attenuation is negligible at 30 ,000 microns for clouds andfog. The attenuation at 8,600 microns and 3 ,200 microns depends on thespecific conditions and range fran negligible to severe . Figure 3-4 (c)shows that the attenuation of RF radiation by rain is severe at 8 ,600 micronsand 3,200 microns and is about the same as the attenuation at visible and IRfrequencies, it is almost negligible at 30 ,000 microns even at a precip ita-tion rate of 50 nn~/hr .

L
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4. INST 1EN~S FOR MEASURE24ENr OF VI SUAL RANGE

Instr it~~ t~s to measure visual range mey be separated into t~~ general categories :

• ‘Itxse instrurents that measure contrasts between the visual objects
and their background directly . The human eye and telephotoneters
are contrast measuring instruments .

• Those instrurents that measure the attenuation coefficient with the
subsequent interpretations of the neasuraients in ter ns of visual
range according to the mathematical relationships derived earlier
in this report . These instrurents can be grouped into two specific
types:

— Those that determine the transmittance of a path of Jc~~ n length
using a light source and a teleçA~otareter. Transmissareters are
instruments of this type.

-- Those that measure the scattered light directly by sampling a
small volume of air using a source and a receiver. The output
of these instruments is assumed to be proportional to the
scattering coefficient since the absorption coefficient is
assumed to be negligible. Backscatter , side-scatter , and forward-
scatter meters are examples of these types of instruments.

TEL~~HCT1~~~fl~EBS

Visual range instruments that measure contrasts (caipare brighthesses) are in
principle ccziparison telephotaTeters. Cx~e class of such instruments ccmpares
the lum~inance of a distant sou1-ce with that of a ccztparison source in the
telephotareter. The other class rreasures only the relative luminance of two
distant sources such as a large dark building and the horizon sky above it.
The former class of telephotoneter is best suited for visual range measurements
at night such as a cczrparison of the brigh tness of a distant point source of
light with that of an internal point source. ~easur~tent of the relative
luminances of distant objects are best suited for daytime use.

Actually , to measure visual range when the target is at a distance, all ccvpari-
son telephot cmeters are calibrated according to Equation (2-4) and measure the
apparent contrast. For strictly optical instruments, the measurement is a
subjective estimate by the viewer as to when the brightness of the target is
matched, by insertion of calibrated filters, to that of the horizon sky .
Electro-optical instruments eliminate this subjectivity by IteasuraTent of the
brightness of the target and horiz on independently.

TRANSMISSCt4ETERS ‘~, **

A transmisscmeter dete rmines the transmittance of a path of kn~~n length using
a light source and a telephotcneter as the receiver. The transmissivity is
then ctnputed fran the relation ,

* Ibid page 2—15
** Ibu glas , C. A. (~~bru ary 1964 ) ~~thods of ?.bdifying the TransmisscsTeter Syst~~ ThPermit Its Use tX~ring Periods of Very Lc~ I~ nway Visual Range, NBS Rc~ ..t 8188.
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T = ~~l/b (4-1)

where,

T = transmissivity,
t,~ = transmittance over path length b , and

b = path length .

The transmissivity is corr elated to the daytine visual rang e of objects using
the follc~jing expression ,

C~ = TV (4-2)

i-there,

C~ = contrast threshold or the contrast at which an object is
j ust visible against its background , and

V = visual range,

and is correlated to the nighttime visual range of lights using the fo1la~ing
expression,

E.q = ITV,V2 (4 3)

where,

Ev = illuninance at range V, and

I = intensity of light source.

It is essential to note that distance enters as an exponential and together
with the visual ranges to be determined governs the choice of distan ce between
the light source and receiver of a transmisscxteter. i-~~~ other expressions are
useful :

= ~ ,
V/b (4 4)

is the basis for the calibr ation of a tr ansm issc*reter based on the visual
range of black objects , and

E~ = I%Vfb/v2 (4 5)

is the basis for the calib ration of a transxnissaTeter based on the visual range
of lights. Transmissareters can be further classified according to the geo-
metrical arrangements of sources and receivers.
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• The sirlplest and ncst direct arrang~~ent is a straightline one which
uses a single source arid a single receiver as shc*m in Figure 4-1.
A variation of tbe strai~~t-l.the approach uses a single source and
t~~ receivers at different distances as sI~~ n in Figure 4-2 or a
single receiver and t~~ sources positioned at different distances
fran tbe receiver. A nultiplicity of sources or receivers creates
nore than one baseline which extends tbe range of transmissivjtjes
which can be determined fran the instri~tent readings.

~~~~CIY( ~

• 

_  _

• 
______

FI~ JRE 4_l.* T~~NS~~SS(1i1E’1’ER SE’I’ AN/GV-lO.

SENSOR OPTICS ~~FLECTOR 1 REFLECTOR 2 
-1
=/ -

4L 1~~
_ _ _ _ - -iEE~ ---~3

15m -

~~~Jq ~Ø ISO m -5-

SENSOR IMPUFIER
1~~~I~~CTRON ICS > RECORDER ]

**FI~~JRE 4-2. E1T~~ TRANSZ4ISSCt IETER

* National Bureau of Standards, Instr~rticn Book for ‘rrananisaaneter ~N/(~C�-lO,
NBS R~~ort 2588 , Revised January 1955.

** Buchteznann, W. et al , Experixtental and O~ putational C~ rparison of Different
Methods for Determination of Visual Range, ~GARD Q~ ference Prooeedinos, No. 183 ,
c~~tther 1975.
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• Another arrangemant uses folded optics and inchides one or noro
reflectors which fold the light fran the source back to the re-
ceiver . Since the source and receiver can be located in close
proximity to each other when using folded optics , this arrange-
mant is frequently used where long straight-line arran~~~ nts are
not feasible .

Finally , Figure 4-3 illustrates a typical arrangenent of t~~ transrnissa~eters
installed on paralle l 500 foot baselines 20 feet apart . ~~~ detai ls of
these transmiasateter operations will not be covered in this report because
of the avai lability of a nt~±er of reports and handbooks on detailed trans-
miasoneter operations . 

— 500 ft - - -  - -

I~XYI~~ : 1. U~~~r baffled transmissczneter neasures direct
transmittance.

2. Iø~~r transmisaa~eter neasures light scattered
around disc located midway bet~~en the projector
and receiver.

FIGJRE 4-3. ARRANG11E~ TS OF ~~~~~ TRANSMISSCtIE’rERS

AT~ERING C~)EFFICThN~ ?~ IE1~
In many neteorologiosi situations , a].nost all of the attenuation of a beam of
light is due to scatter ing. When this is true , as with clean fogs , absorption
may be neglected cxxpletely and the scattering coefficient may be substituted
for the attenuation coefficient. Since the concept of obtaining visual range
through neasure nents of scatter ing ass~ nes that the extinction of a light
beam is due solely to scattering , the use of such instr i.ments should be avoided
in industrial regions or regions where significant absorption is probable
because of the presence of environnental pollution . Scattering coefficient
neters are nore appropriate for use at sea , for exairple on aircraft carriers ,

• because absorption is usually negligible over the open sea, the uniformity of
the atnosphere minimizes the consequences of the small sanpie, and the cctipact
design permits use of an instru~ nt of this type under conditions where a trans-
miasateter with the required baseline could not be installed. Scattering
coefficient neters may be grouped into three general types:
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• Backacatter neters
• Sideaca tthr neters
• Fbrwardacatter netera

Backacatter Meters *

• A badcsoatter mater consists of a light source and receiver located nearly
adjacent to one another . Both are oriented in the sane direction and slightlyinclined t~~ards each other , which all~~s the optical axes to intersect at a
knc*jn distance. Typically, the light source amits either nodulated light orshort pulses of light , a portion of which is scattered back t~~ard the re-
ceiver . The strength of this backscattered signa l is then correlated to
atnosi*teric transmittance through a knowledge of the instru~ent ‘a calibration .
Two sisplified arrangenents are shown in Figures 4-4 and 4-5. In Figure 4-4 ,the darkened portion of the diagram represents the voluse of air that is

• capable of scattering light rays back into the receiver. Since the basic
oaçcnents of a backscatter mater are the sane as those of a transmissateter ,
backacatter neters are satetines erroneously referred to as single-ended
tranimissateters .

0tTECTOA

• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
---- — —

FI~ JRE 4-4. SThWLIFI~D ARRANG~~~N~ OF A BACKSCATT~~ t~~~ER

RECEIVER • •  • .  • • •

— —— ..-.~-- 
•—

- 

SCATTERING
PROJECT OR VOLUME

FIGJR E 4_5** DIAGRAM OF A BACxSC1~TrER VISIBILITY Mi~mR (VII~ 0GRAPH)

* W~gt, H . (1968). Visibility Measur~ ne~ts Using Backecattered Light. J. At nxa.
Sci , 25.** Ibià , page 4—3 (Buchtenann , W. et al)
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The ultimate usefulness of backscatter neasurenents depends on the existence
of sane relationship between backscattered light and athospheric transmittance
f or actua l atnospheric condi tions . As previously nentioned, the attenuat ion
of light by the atnosphere is due to both scattering and absorption , with
scattering pred aninati ng in the visible spectrum . The volu~e scattering oo—
efficient is defined as the tota l anount of light scattered by unit vol~z~e• of air for unit vo1u~e of incident illumination . Backscattered light is only
a fraction of the total anount of light scattered. The relation between

• light scattered in a given direction , as is the case with the backscatter
• mater, and the total scattering coefficient is not constant but depends upon

the particle size distribution of the scattering madium. An excellent analysis
of this problem is given by Twaney and Howell* who cxrpared white and nono-
chranatic liqht as sources for neasurenent of backscatter in determining
visibility . ¶ftey catputed the ratio of reflectivity (backscatter signal) to
extinction coefficient for the four possible separate carbinations of nono-
chran atic and heterochranatic sources incident upon scattering nedia both
hatogeneous and heterogeneous in drop -size . These ~~ rputaticns showed that
increasing the wavelength band of the illumin ating light reduces the excursions
in this ratio caused by the sharp maxima and minima found in the Mie scatter ing
coefficient and intensity function for a single particle size and wavelength.
Thus the use of a broad band source , such as a ~~non lanp, is preferable to
the use of a na~ochranatic source, such as a laser.

There have been several field studies of the re lation between atnositheric trans-
miss ivity and the response of a backscatter neters in a real atriosphere.
Measur enents were made correlating backscatter neasure nents with transmittance

• neas ur~~ents for a variety of conditions where the neteorological range varied
fran less than 0.10 mile to nore than 40 miles in athospheres which were free
of industrial pollution . The results indicated that visibility can be deter-
mined fran the backscattered signal with an accuracy of 20% for all visibilities
in the ranges studied . This favorable result can be explained theoretical ly
only on the assunpt.icn that the sizes of the scattering particles are so
irregularly distr ibuted in the atnosphere that their total effect is to produce
backscatter ing alnost independent of the type of haze .

Forward Scatter Meters **
In forward scatter neters the receiver accepts light fran a source which has
been scattered in a near-forward direction as illustrated in Figure 4-6 .
In addition , it was found that the scatter ing coefficient in the direction
of an angle of about 150° between the axis of the beam and the axis
of the receiver was nearly independent of the particle size distribution of
the atnosphere . Hence , forward scatter neters are expected to be less sensi-
tive to particle size distribution than are backscatter neters.

* Twaney , S. awl Ibwell, H .B., Relative Merit of White awl !~bncchratetic Light
for the E~ tennin ation of Visibility by Backscattering Measurenents. Appl . Cpt . 4 ,
501. (1965).

** Hering, Wayne S., et al (May 1971). Field ~~st of a Fbz~~rd Scatter Visibility
Meter , Mr Force Casthridge Research Labs, Hanscczn Field, Mass. WC-AD-726 995.
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FIQJ~~ 4-6. DIA~~ AM Cf TIff ~ AIR FC~~E FO1~~~RD SCATTER ?&‘1~~

The current state-of-the-art is represented by the forward scatter mater
developed for the Air Force and sha~n in Figure 4-6 . The light fran a
halogen—cycle projector lwp is nethanically chopped at 290 Hz before

( entering an optical system that projects a cone of light, with an inner cone
masked out. A photodiode detector is located 120 an fran the projector and
receives light fran a similar cone-shaped voluTe. ‘The intersection of the
projection and viewing cones forina a sanpling volure of 0.05 m~ where pro-

• jected light scattered by particulates within this vo1~re at angles between
20 and 50 degrees is accepted by the detector. Synchronous nodulation
is used in detecting the scattered light . The detected energy is propor-
tional to the extinction coefficient assuming that forward scattering is
proportional to total vo1~.ite scattering, and athospheric absorption is
negligible relative to attenuation by scattering.

This instrurent has been thoroughly evaluated through canparisons with both
transznisscmeters and hueisn observers . The feasibility nodels were tested
primarily at the U.S. Naval Radio Station , Cutler, Maine in Augustu 1970.
The protot ype and production nodels were tested primarily at three military
installations in the fall of 1972 by cc*ipariscm with transmissateters.
Qitpariscns with visual determinations was also conducted at one of the
sites.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _
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Side-Scatter Maters

The principles of the design of side-scatter meters are illustrated by Figure
4-7. ‘fte light source is a perfect diffuser and the axis of the p~x)tareter
is parallel to the plane of the source. Under these circumstances the response
of the pl~ tarethr is proportional to the total scattering coefficient and is
independent of the particle size distribution of the aerosols. 0Ideally, the
rays limiting the scattering voltre &culd form an angle of 180 . H~~~ver,
this can only be a~~roximated In practice. Inatrtments of this type have been
used in the study of air pollution, on board ships at sea and an instru~~ t
has been designed for airport and fog detector use. A~çarent1y, at present ,
nc instrurents of this type have been adopted for operational use.

FI~~1RE 4-7. DIAGRAM Cf A SID~~CPtTrER VISIBILITY Z4~’IE1~
an~~ tr~’r~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ *, ** ,

In ~~~ition to the t~~ general classes of meters described above there are
aaie tran~nittance meters tsider develcçm~nt which cart be classed as hybrids.
~~~se instrtirents are single-~~ded devices, intended for use as slant visi-
bility meters , in which light scattered fran a ~na1l section of the light
been j~ ojected by the light source of the instrurent is viewed by the receiver.
Cr~e such instrtrent uses Reman sc~tttering fran the nitrogen In the air induced
by a pulsed ultra-violet (nitrogen) laser. L&~1 intensity of the IWnan scat-
tering fran the scattering ‘volure can be cuputed fran the characteristics
of the laser source and the characteristics of R~nan scattering. Mother type
is the Lidar instrument where the source is a pulsed laser and the receiver
looks out along the besn and is t.ine-gated so that signals are accepted fran
scattering volir es at different distan ces. Ttan~nittance is determined fran
the change in receiver output as a ftn x~ticn of distance. A third type instru-
ment is a ph toelectric instru~~ t which scans a rw of airport r~mwey lights
and c’ow~ts the n~rber visible. !‘b reports of operational use of instrurents
of this type are available.

* Brown, R. T. Jr. (May 1967) . Backscatter Signature Studies for ~brizonta1 and
Slant Range Visibility, Sperry Rand Research (~nter , Rept.RD-67-24 , ~ FT~AD—659 469.

** Hotina n, M. H. (1967) . Visibility of Light Sources Against a Background of
Uniform Luminance, J. Cpt. Soc. kn. , 57.
Evans, W. E. and (bilis, R. 1. (1970) . Metsorological A~ç1ications of Lidar ,
Soc. Pbotogr. Instr . fl~q. 8
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5. ‘1~~~INIQU~~ FOR ~~~1E~~~ NING VISIBILITY *

This section will &~drees the practicality of developing tedmiqu es, such as
charts and gra~*ts, that could be used to determine the visibility dus to the
effects of atscspheric obstructions on different types of observations and
ranging devices. Based on the extensive research performed in this study
effort, it can be concluded that it is practical to develop charts and graphs
for the purpose gi~~ above. Several exanpies of these charts and graphs
will be included in this section to illustrate the technique.

VISIBILITY E~ PiTICVS

~~~ following equations s~minarize the visibility on cbjects and lights and
will be used in the charts and graphs:

V - 
~ Ct day visibility (5-1)

V
2
e~~

’ visibility on lights (5-2)

C~ - e~~~ - TV contrast threshold (5-3)

T — e 8 tra namiss ivity (5-4)

B — -In T atten uation ~~~fficient (5-5)

VM - meteorological visibility (5-6 )

VM — 3112 (C~ — 0.02) meteorological visibility (5—7 )

0 0 2  (Ct — 0.02) meteorological visibi lity (5-8)

TVd — 0.05 (Ct — 0.05) day visibility (5—9)

• 0.0034 night visibility on light~ (5-10)

In determining the visibility on lights • the following standards for illuni—
nance are generally used:

• E (daylight) — 1000 mile candles

• E (night) - 2 mile candles

* Ibjd, page 2—15
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TYPICAL QtARI’S ~ND GRAPHS *

This section will cx ver aa~e typical charts and graphs that ~~uld be used to
determine the visibility due to the effects of athospheric cbstructicrts on
different types of observations and ranging devices. Tables 3-12 and 3-13
of Section 3 are graphically displayed in Figure 5-1 and sunnarize the effects
of the listed atnospheric cbstructions on the meteorological ranges. Figure 5-1
shows the effects of these atnx spheric obstructions on the meteorological ranges
and essentially displays the solution of a~uaticns 5-6, 5-7 , and 5-8. These
results will be used in the additional charts and graphs for determining other
visibility ranges.

Figures 5-2, 5-3 , and 5-4 are typical charts and grap hs that illustrate the
visibility for a variety of conditions and the effects of these athoapheric
thetnrtions on the different vis.tbilit ies. ‘these charts and graphs utilized
a set of ncnographs used by the National Bureau of Standards. These figures
cu~tine the equations given previously with Figure 5-1 ~kiere Ekiuations 5-2 ,
5-5, 5-8, and 5-10 are solved graphically . The day and night visibility
scales are those used in the United States to relate trananisacreter measure-
nents to human visibility rneasurenents. ‘l~eae charts and graphs show the
following:

• Figure 5-2. Typica l chart and graph for short visibility ran~~s
(less than about 1 mile) . The ranges of values for the parameters
are:

Parameter Ranges of Values
Hi~~l/E

Range 0.025 1
Tranan~issivity io 100 10°
Visibility, Day 0.013 1
Visibility, Night 0.04 2
Meteorological Range 0.017 1
Attenu ation Coefficient 0 230

• Figure 5-3. Typical chart and graph for medium visibility ran~~s
(bet~~en about 0.1 to 10 miles) . The rang es of values for the
parameters are:

Parameter Ranges of Values
High

l/E
Range 0.~~ 10
Transmissivity l0 ~

‘ 10°
Visibility, Day 0.13 10
Visibility, Night 0.3 50
Meteorological Range 0.17 20
Attenuation Coefficient 0 23

* Ibid. page 2—15
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• Figure 5-4. Typical chart and graph for long visibility ranges
(between about 0.3 to 1000 miles). The ranges of values for
the pararreters are:

Parameter Ranges of Values
High

• l/E —I~-1 1(i~Range 0.3 1000
Transmissivity 0.1 1
Visibility, Day 1.3 100
Visibility, Night 2.14 100
Meteorological Range 1.7 100
Attenuation Coefficient 0 2.3

EXA~~LES

Several exanpies will be exercised to show how these charts and graphs could
be used.

Exazrple 1

At what range can a light with an intensity of 100,000 candelas be seen in
daylight when the day visibili ty is one mile? Using Figure 5-3 , fran 1 on
the VISIBILITY , DAY scale draw a horizontal l ine to the TRANSMISSIVITY scale
which reads T = 0.05. Now I/E = 100,000/1000 — 100 (since E = 1000 caridelas
for daylight) and fran 100 on the l/E scale draw a line to T = 0.05. ~~ad
the RANGE CV) scale = 1.34 miles. ‘l1~ types of meteorological obstructions
that would cause this condition correspond to an attenuation coefficient
of about 3/mile and include:

• Light fog, blowing and drifting snow, and rain.

• Mederate snoke , dust , blowing dust and sand , and drizzle .

• He~.vy haze , spray and blowing spray , and rain.

Exairple 2

At what range can a light with an intensity of 100 ,000 candelas be seen at night
when the night visibility is 1 mile? Using Figure 5-3 , fran 1 on the VISIBILITY,
NIGl~~ scale, draw a horizontal line to the TRP+NSMISSIVITf scale which reads
T = 0.0034. Now I/E = 100 ,000/2 = 50 ,000 (since E = 2 candelas for night ) and
fran 50,000 on the I/E scale draw a line to T = 0.0034. Raad the RANGE (V)
scale = 1.71 miles. The types of meteorological obst ru ctions that would cause
this condition correspond to an attenuation coefficient of about 6,’~nile and
incltxIe:

• Moderate fog , blowing and drifting snow , drizzle , and snow.

• Heavy snoke, dust , blowing dust and sand, and spray and blowing spray .

• Very heavy rain.

• 5—7
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Exanple 3

~.hder noderate fog conditions, what are the ranges on the lights of exanpies
1 and 2 and what are the ranges for the other visibility parameters? Using
Figure 5-3, the parameter values are read off the scales corresponding to the
iroderate fog bar graph and are:

Parameter ~~~ge of Values

Attenuation Coefficient
Meteorological Range 0.25 0.75
Visibility , Night 0.42 1.08
Visibility , Day 0.19 0.58
Transmissivity 1. 5x10 5xlO
Range , Daylight 0 • 4 0.9
Range, Night 0.7 1.8

OThER TYPES ~~ Q{ARIS ~~~ GRAPHS

In addition to Figures 5—1 through 5-4 , there are other charts and graphs that
can be generated to determine the effects of atnospheric obstructions on visi-
bility including outside the visible spectr~ii~. These include scattergrans
such as the one sI~~ n in Figure 5-5 that can relate the visibilities between
observers and instrusEnts given a set of measurements.

Variance
/

30 • 
/ Mean

I ,
,

n r ~.~~ r VISIBILITY (Miles)
FIGURE 5~5~ TYPICAL SCM’rE~~RAM RElATING VISIBILITIES

The generation of charts and graphs relating ranges for observation in the
visible spectrum to those outside the visible spectrum are possible only if
a viable set of relation ships can be determined and relied on, such as those
in Figures 3-1 through 3-4 of Section 3. The potential of determining these
methods was outside the scope of this study effort but should be addressed in
sttsequent study efforts.

* mid, page 2-17
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6. LIST OF ~~~INTTIC~ S

Absorpti on - rtiTioval of f lux fran a given beam of light .

Absorption Coefficient (6,~ ) - measure of the flux absorbed as light passe s
through a lamina thi~~ness perpendicular to the line of sight.

Attenuation - reroval of light fran the viewing path and addi tion of light
into the viewing path.

Attenuation Coefficient (8) - measure of the attenuation. Usually the sun of
the absorption and scattering coefficients.

Brightness (8) — same as luminance. It is the visual sensation .

Contra st (C0) - difference in brightness between various parts of the viewed
field .

Contrast Threshold (C ) - mininun contrast at which an object is visible
against its back~round under stated conditions.

Diffraction - irodification which light undergoes in passing by opaque bodies
or through narrow slits or being reflected fran surfaces where the light
rays appear to be deflected.

Dipole - pair of equal and c~~osite electric charges or magnetic poles of
opposite sign separated by a ~~~1l distance.

Electranagnetic Spectrum - entire range of wavelengths or frequencies of electro-
magnetic radiation extending fran ganma rays to the longest radio waves and
including visible light .

Extinction Coeffic ient - same as attenu ation coefficient .

Flux (Luminous Flux) - tii~e rate of flow of luminous energy (light) .

Illunina nce (E) — luminous flux per unit area .

Illuninan ce Threshold - miniim.r illuminance at the eye required to make a light
source visible .

Intensity (Lunincus Intensity ) (I ) — luminous flux per unit solid angle.

Interference (of light) - r~utua1 effect on meeting of two light waves of the
same type so that such light waves produce lines , bands , or fr inges either
alternately light and dark or variously onlored .

Ioni zed - conversion wholly or partly into ions.

6—1
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Isotropic - exhibiting properties (such as velocity of light tran ~nission)
with the same values when measured along axes in all direc tions .

Light — in the strict sense, light is that part of the electranagnetic spectrum
that is capable of causing a visual sensation directly. However , in
ca~ on practice it also applies to radiation that contains sa~~ ultra-
violet and infrared radiation in addition to visible radiation .

Luminance (L) - phota~~tric brighthess or luminous intensity of any surface
in a given direction per unit of projected area of the surface as viewed
fran that direction .

Luminance Contrast Thresho ld - mininun luninance contrast at which an object
is visible against its background under stated conditions.

Meteorological Range C V )  - maxinun distance at which large dark or black
objects, such as n~luntains and buildi ngs, can be seen against the sky .

Mile Cand le - unit of measure of illuninance and is the illuminance which ~~,uld
be produced by a source having an intensity of one candela at a distance
of one mile in a perfectly trar~ nitting atncsphere.

- 
- tbdulat cn - process of varying the anplitule, frequency , or phase of a carrier

or signal .

Orthic on - camera tube sim ilar to, but nore sensitive than , ar t iconoscope
(electron gun and photoenissive ncsaic screen , each cell of which produces
a charge proportional to the varying light intensity of the image focused
on the screen ) where the charges are scanne d by a low-velocity beam.

• Photoelectric - various electrical effects due to the interaction of radiation
(light and others ) with matter.

Photanetric - relating to the n~~sur~~~~t of the intensity of light , usually by
a phota~~ter , within the context of carefully epecified spectral and geo-
metric constraints.

Photon. - quantum of radiant energy.

Polarization - cause radiati on (light and others) to vibrate in a definite
V 

pattern .

Quant um - one of the very ~~~ll increnents or parcels into which many fortns of
energy are subdivide d.

Quantum Jur~ - abrt~ t transition frau one discrete energy state to another .

Radianetric - discipline c~~cerned with measuring the attributes of light within
the context of carefully specified spectral and geanetric constraints.

6—2
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Reflectance - fraction of the total radiant flux incident upon a sur face that
is reflected and that varies according to the wavelength distribution of
the incident radiation .

Refraction - deflection fran a straight path underg one by a light ray or energy
wave in pass ing obliquely fran one medium (such as air) into another (such
as glass) in which its velocity is dif ferent.

- Runway Visual Range - value normally determined by instruments located alongside
and about 14 feet higher than the centerline of the runway and calibrated
with reference to the sighting of high intensity runway lights or the visual
contrast of other targets - whichever yields the greater visual range .

- Scattering - addi tion of flux into a given light beam.

Scattering Coefficient (8 ) — measure of the flux scattered as light passes
thro~~h a lamina thi~~ness.

[ Threshold - value of a physical stinnilus that permits an object to be seen a
F specific percentage of the tine or at a specific accurac y level.

Tran9nission - passage of radiation through a medium wit~~ mt changes in the
frequency of the nonochranatic cai~ onents of which the r adiation isI. —.

~~an~nissivity - tran~nittance for a unit distance within a light tran~ni tting
I medium.

I Trari~nissaneter - instri ucnt for measuring the regular tran~nitt.ance of the
atnosphere between t~~ points in space.

I Tran~nittance - ra tio of the tran~nitted luminous f lux to the incident f lux . 
V

I Unpolarized - rardan pattern of vibrations.

I visibility (Meteorological Visibility) - greatest distance at which selected
I objects can be seen and identified.

I Visual Range CV) - maxJi~un distance, usually horizontal , at which a given objectI or light is visible under particular conditions of atnospheric tran~nission
I • and background luminance.

I Wavelength - the distance in the line of advance of a wave frau any one point to
the next point of correspond ing phase . For light traveling in a vacuum, wave-
length is the velocity of light divided by the frequency.
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The foll~ iing definitions are related to the intensity tare used in Section 3
of this report. ‘fl*ae terms correspond to the type of obstruction to visibility

- very clear conditions usually resulting in very long visibility ranges.

Very Light - clear conditions usually resulting in long visibility ranges.

Light - better than rtoderate conditions resulting in better than noderate
visibility ranges.

I~t,derate - noderate conditions usually resulting in noderate visibility ranges.

Heavy - poor ~~~ditions usually resulting in short visibility ranges.

Very Heavy - very poor ccutitions usually resulting in very short visibility
ranges.
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